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Abstract—Effective defense against cyber-physical attacks in
power grids requires accurate damage assessment. While some
solutions have been proposed to recover the line states within the
attacked area, existing solutions are limited by the assumption of a
connected post-attack grid and the lack of verifiable performance
guarantees. To fill this gap, we study the recovery of line states
under a cyber-physical attack that disconnects lines while blocking
information from the attacked area. In contrast to existing
solutions assuming a connected post-attack grid or known post-
attack power injections, we consider a more challenging scenario
where the attack may partition the grid into islands, which causes
unknown changes in power injections. To address this problem,
under the DC model we (i) propose a linear programming-based
algorithm to recover the line states within the attacked area
under unknown post-attack power injections, (ii) characterize
the accuracy of the proposed recovery algorithm under certain
conditions, and (iii) develop efficient algorithms to verify the
recovery results using observable information. Then, we extend
the DC-based algorithms to AC model. Our numerical evaluations
demonstrate that the proposed recovery algorithm is highly
accurate in localizing failed lines, most of which can be successfully
verified by the proposed verification algorithms.

Index Terms—Power grid state estimation, cyber-physical attack,
failure localization, verifiable condition

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern power grids are interdependent cyber-physical
systems consisting of a power transmission system (power
lines, substations, etc.) and an associated control system
(Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition - SCADA and
Wide-Area Monitoring Protection and Control - WAMPAC)
that monitors and controls the states of the power grid. This
interdependency raises a legitimate concern: what happens
if an attacker attacks both the physical grid and its control
system simultaneously? The resulting attack, known as a joint
cyber-physical attack, can cause large-scale blackouts, as the
cyber attack can blindfold the control system and thus make
the physical attack on the power grid more damaging. For
example, one such attack on Ukraine’s power grid left 225,000
people without power for days [2].

One of the challenges in dealing with such attacks is that in
case the measurements (e.g., breaker status) within the attacked
area are blocked by the cyber attacks, the control center is
unable to accurately identify the damage caused by the physical
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attack (e.g., which lines are disconnected) and hence unable to
efficiently schedule the repairing/restoration. To address this
challenge, solutions [3]–[7] have been proposed to recover the
state and topology of the power grid inside the attacked area
under either direct-current (DC) or alternating-current (AC)
power flow models. However, existing works are based on
the limiting assumption that either the grid remains connected
after attack, or the post-attack power injections at all the buses
are known, which is often violated by large-scale attacks. In
addition, most of the existing solutions lack the ability to verify
the correctness of the recovered state in real time, which can
result in a costly waste of time and resources during restoration
due to false alarms.

As shown in Fig. 1, the defense system in the smart grid
is usually composed of multiple subsystems [8], which can
be categorized into pre-attack and post-attack subsystems. The
pre-attack subsystem aims to prevent the attack from taking
effect. For example, the prevention subsystem will reduce the
information leakage, while the detection subsystem intends to
detect the invasion. For the advanced attacks that can bypass
all pre-attack modules, efficient recovery from the attacks,
which is the focus of the work, is desired. A key step before
repairing/restoration is to learn the current topology through
line state estimation. In this work, we address this problem
under a joint cyber-physical attack, where the cyber attack
blocks information from an attacked area while the physical
attack disconnects lines (i.e., transmission lines) within the
area, with a focus on scenarios where the physical attack
causes islanding and hence unknown changes in the power
injections within the attacked area. Our first goal is to compute
an estimate F̂ of the failed lines within the attacked area
(Topology Recovery). Then, in contrast to existing works [3],
[4], [9], [10], we add a novel step called Topology Verification
before repairing/restoration, to guide resource dispatch during
repairing/restoration by avoiding the cost due to false alarms.

A. Related Work

Power grid state estimation, as a key functionality for su-
pervisory control, has been extensively studied in the literature
[11], [12]. Secure state estimation under attack is of particular
interest [13], [14]. Specifically, the attackers can launch denial-
of-service attacks [5], [8] or false data injection attacks [5], [6],
[13]–[15] so that the control center cannot correctly estimate
the phase angles [16] or/and the topology [17] of the power
grid. Recently, joint cyber-physical attacks are gaining attention
due to their stealthiness and severe consequences [5], [6].
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Figure 1. The defense system in smart grid. The proposed methods focus on
Topology Recovery and Topology Verification.

The resilience of the power grid to attacks requires both
pre-attack prevention [18] and post-attack restoration, the latter
being the focus of this work. To facilitate the restoration, several
approaches have been proposed for detecting failed lines. In [9],
[10], the problem was formulated as a mixed-integer program,
which becomes computationally inefficient when multiple lines
fail. The problem was formulated as a sparse recovery problem
over an overcomplete representation in [3], [4], where the
combinatorial sparse recovery problem was relaxed to a linear
programming (LP) problem. Machine learning-based recovery
strategy was studied in [7]. All works discussed above assume
DC power flow model. Recently, the detection of failed link
caused by attack was studied under the AC power flow model
[19]–[21]. Although the above works can successfully identify
failures in some cases, they all assume a connected post-attack
grid and their recovery results cannot be verified in real time.
The works closest to ours are [5], [21], which established graph-
theoretic conditions to guarantee the recovery accuracy. Our
work differs from [5], [21] in the following aspects: (1) they
still assume the grid to remain connected after attacks, while
our solution is applicable to a partitioned post-attack grid where
the power injections within the attacked area are unknown; (2)
their conditions only characterize when all the line states can
be identified correctly, while we provide recovery conditions at
a finer granularity of individual lines. Such a finer granularity
allows us to verify the states of a subset of lines (in Step 2
in Fig. 1) when the conditions in [5], [21] are not satisfied.

Besides blocking information as considered in this work,
other types of cyber attacks are also possible, e.g., injecting
false data into measurements. We refer readers to [15], [22],
[23] and the references therein for details and leave failure
localization under such attacks to future work.

The recovery from the joint cyber-physical attacks considered
in this work is more challenging than traditional failure
detection [24], since the jointly launched cyber attack will
block the information from the attacked area and thus obfuscate
the locations of the physical attack. Moreover, line failures due
to naturally occurring faults typically do not occur at the same
time and are mostly self-clearing, i.e., they rarely lead to line
disconnection. On the contrary, a coordinated physical attack
could take place simultaneously at multiple places, which may
even lead to islanding.

B. Summary of Contributions

We aim at estimating the power grid state within an attacked
area from which measurements have been blocked, with the
following contributions:

1) Motivated by an observation that the existing method
and condition for recovering the phase angles within
the attacked area, previously developed for the case of
connected post-attack grid, remain valid in the case of
islanding, we focus on the recovery of the line states (i.e.,
breaker status of lines) within the attacked area using
the phase angles, for which under the DC power flow
model we develop an LP-based algorithm that allows
for unknown changes in the power injections within the
attacked area (due to islanding).

2) We establish conditions under which the accuracy of
the proposed algorithm is guaranteed, which are further
developed into verifiable conditions that can be tested
using observable information.

3) Based on the above conditions, we develop a polynomial-
time algorithm to verify the correctness of the estimated
line states. We further provide an algorithm for verifying
the states of potentially more lines based on the line
states verified by the previous algorithm.

4) We extend the DC-based failed line detection and line
state verification algorithms to their AC-based variants.

5) Our evaluations on real grid topologies show that
the proposed recovery algorithm is highly accurate in
localizing the failed lines with very few false alarms,
and most of the failed lines can be successfully verified
by the proposed verification algorithms.

Roadmap. Section II presents our models and problem
formulation. Under the DC power flow model, Section III
presents the proposed algorithm for localizing failed lines and
its performance analysis. Section IV presents conditions and
algorithms for verifying the correctness of the estimated line
states. In Section V, we extend the DC-based line state detection
and verification algorithms to the AC model. Section VI
evaluates our solutions on real grid topologies, and Section VII
concludes the paper. All appendices can be found in the
supplementary file (proofs in Appendix D).

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Notation. The main notations are summarized in Table I.
Moreover, given a subgraph X of G, VX and EX denote the
subsets of nodes/lines in X , and xX denotes the subvector of
a vector x containing elements corresponding to X . Similarly,
given two subgraphs X and Y of G, AX|Y denotes the sub-
matrix of a matrix A containing rows corresponding to X and
columns corresponding to Y . For a set A, IC = 1 if condition
C holds and IC = 0 otherwise. We use Λ(·) ∈ {0, 1}m×n

with one nonzero element in each row to select entries from
a vector such that Λ(·)x is a subvector of x. For a vector x,
[x] denotes a diagonal matrix with x on the main diagonal.
For a complex-valued number x, we use Re(x) and Im(x) to
denote its real and imaginary part, respectively.
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A. Power Grid Model

We model the power grid as a connected undirected graph
G = (V,E), where V is the set of nodes (buses) and E
the set of lines (transmission lines). Each line e = (s, t) is
associated with a reactance rst (rst = rts) and a state ∈
{operational, failed} (assumed to be operational before attack).
Each node v is associated with a phase angle θv and an active
power injection pv. The phase angles θ := (θv)v∈V and the
active power injections p := (pv)v∈V are related by

Bθ = p, (1)

where B := (buv)u,v∈V ∈ R|V |×|V | is the admittance matrix,
defined as:

Buv =


0 if u ̸= v, (u, v) ̸∈ E,
−1/ruv if u ̸= v, (u, v) ∈ E,
−
∑

w∈V \{u} buw if u = v.
(2)

By arbitrarily assigning an orientation for each line, the
topology of G can also be represented by the incidence matrix
D ∈ {−1, 0, 1}|V |×|E|, whose (i, j)-th entry is defined as

Dij =

 1 if line ej comes out of node vi,
−1 if line ej goes into node vi,
0 otherwise.

(3)

It is worth noting that the proposed algorithms and analysis
are not restricted to any specific orientation assignment.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, we assume that the grid is organized
as a composition of multiple areas. Each area has a hybrid
deployment of remote terminal units (RTUs) and phasor mea-
surement units (PMUs), which are responsible for collecting
measurements. The measurements will be communicated to
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) or Wide
Area Monitoring Protection and Control (WAMPAC) system for
power grid management. As envisioned by [25], we consider
a heterogeneous smart grid with several operators where
multiple communication networks and protocols coexist. More
specifically, the measurements and control instructions can be
communicated through traditional fiber optic cables, power
lines [26] or wireless links [27]. Due to the wide range of
communication media, heterogeneous protocols (such as DNP3
[28], IEEE 1901 FFT-OFDM [26], etc.) can coexist.

B. Attack Model

As illustrated in Fig. 2, we consider an adversary who
launches joint cyber-physical attacks during the interval be-
tween two consecutive state estimations for a specific area
H = (VH ⊆ V,EH ⊆ E). We assume that the attacks have
successfully bypassed both prevention and detection measures.

The physical part will disconnect a set F (|F | > 0) of
lines within H by either manipulating the breaker status or
cutting the power lines.

The cyber part will take the form of Denial-of-Service
(DoS) attacks to block the measurements within H . In other
words, although the control center can observe the information
in H̄ = (VH̄ ⊆ V,EH̄ ⊆ E), information within the
attacked area H , especially the post-attack topology and power
injections, is blocked. Such DoS attacks can be achieved by
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Figure 2. A cyber-physical attack that blocks information from the attacked
area H while disconnecting certain lines within H .

destroying communication media (wireless or wired link), con-
gesting the communication network (e.g., through telephonic
floods), or remotely wiping the data in servers [2].

One of the motivations behind such joint attacks is to
cause service disruption for consumers, especially critical
infrastructures. Specifically, a large-scale line disconnection
due to physical attacks can cause islanding and the associated
load shedding, which can cause disruption of service to affected
customers, and in the worst case, the collapse of the whole
island in absence of generation. It is worth noting that the
role of cyber attack considered in this work is not to hide
the existence of physical attacks as considered in false data
injection [15], [22], but to hinder the recovery process [2].
More specifically, repairing/restoration usually requires the
knowledge of topology [29], which is normally available at
the control center through binary breaker status measurements.
However, the DoS attack will block such information and thus
make the repairing/restoration scheduling challenging.

Formally, we denote x′ as the post-attack counterpart of the
pre-attack value x. Before attack, the control center has full
access to measurements on power injections, line flows, and
the information of breaker status (the topology G = (E, V )).
The physical attack will change G to G′ = (V,E′), where
E′

H̄
= EH̄ while E′

H ̸= EH , as illustrated in Fig. 2. The cyber
attack will block the information within H = (VH , EH). To
schedule the repairing/restoration to recover from the attack, we
need to recover the topology information E′

H or equivalently
detecting the failed lines F .

This work focuses on “Topology Recovery” (detecting F̂ )
and “Topology verification” during the recovery from a general
class of attacks that result in power line disconnection and
information loss.

C. Voltage Recovery Problem

Our goal is to recover the post-attack state within H , based
on the grid state before the attack (e.g., B and θ) and the
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Table I
NOTATIONS

Notation Description

G = (V,E) power grid

H , H̄ attacked/unattacked area

F , Eo set of failed/operational lines after attack

B, D admittance/incidence matrix

θ, θ′ phase angles before/after attack

p, p′ active power injections before/after attack

Γ [ 1
re

]e∈E (re: reactance of line e)

∆ change in active power injections

D̃ hypothetical post-attack power flows (5)

η rounding threshold in FLD

SU , fU,g , fU,1(0) definitions related to hyper-node (16)

information from the unattacked area H̄ after the attack (e.g.,
θ′
H̄

). In contrast to the previous works, we consider cases where
the attack may partition the grid into multiple islands, which can
cause changes in active power injections to maintain the supply-
demand balance in each island. Let ∆ = (∆v)v∈V := p− p′

denote the change in active power injections due to such supply-
demand balance, where ∆v > 0 if v is a generator bus and
∆v ≤ 0 otherwise.

We observe in [30, Theorem A.1] that the existing condition
in [5, Theorem 1] for recovering the phase angles θ′

H in a
connected post-attack grid remains valid under an attack that
possibly partitions the grid into islands, which allows θ′

H to be
recovered through solving a linear system. Thus, we assume
θ′
H to be known in the sequel to focus on the recovery of the

line states within H , i.e., the localization of F .
Remark: Alternatively, θ′

H can be obtained from secured
PMUs as assumed in [31]–[33]. We refer to Appendix A
for details, which which also provides guidelines on placing
secured PMUs for recovering θ′

H .

III. LOCALIZING FAILED LINES WITH UNKNOWN ACTIVE
POWER INJECTIONS

Although providing theoretical guarantees, the existing
solutions for localizing failed lines in [5], [21] assume either
a connected post-attack grid or a known ∆H , which cannot
be guaranteed in practice. To address this limitation, we will
first present an algorithm extended from [5] that can jointly
estimate the failed lines F and the changes in power injections
∆H (Section III-A), and then analyze the algorithm’s accuracy
in estimating F under unknown ∆H (Section III-B).

A. Algorithm

Our algorithm extends the failure localization algorithm in
[5] (which assumes ∆H = 0) by formulating the (F,∆H)
joint estimation problem as the following optimization.

Constraints: Let x ∈ {0, 1}|E| be an indicator vector such
that xe = 1 if and only if e ∈ F . Due to B = DΓDT

(see Table I for the definitions), we can write the post-attack
admittance matrix as B′ = B −DΓ[x]DT , which together
with ∆ = p− p′ implies

∆H = BH|G(θ − θ′) +DHΓH [DT
G|Hθ′]xH , (4)

where DG|H ∈ {−1, 0, 1}|V |×|EH | is the submatrix of the
incidence matrix D only containing the columns corresponding
to lines in H1. For simplicity, we define

D̃ := DΓ[DTθ′]. (5)

For line ek = (i, j), D̃i,k = −D̃j,k =
θ′
i−θ′

j

rij
, which indicates

the post-attack power flow on line ek if it is operational.
In addition, ∆H is subject to the following constraints:

pv ≥ ∆v ≥ 0, ∀v ∈ {u |u ∈ VH , pu > 0} , (6a)
pv ≤ ∆v ≤ 0, ∀v ∈ {u |u ∈ VH , pu ≤ 0} , (6b)

1T∆ = 0, (6c)

which ensure that (i) the bus type will remain the same after
attack, (ii) the load will not increase after islanding, and (iii)
the total power is balanced. It is worth noting that (6c) is
ensured by (4), which implies that 1T∆H−1TBH|G(θ−θ′) =

(1T D̃H)xH = 0 since 1T D̃H = 0 by definition (5). This
implies that any ∆H satisfying (4) will satisfy 1T∆H =
1TBH|G(θ − θ′) = 1T∆∗

H (∆∗
H : the ground-truth power

injection changes in H), and thus satisfy (6c). Hence, we will
omit (6c) in the sequel.

Objective: The problem of failure localization aims at finding
a failed line set F̂ that is as close as possible to the ground-
truth set F , while satisfying all the constraints. The solution is
generally not unique, e.g., if both endpoints of a line l ∈ EH

are disconnected from H̄ after the attack, then the states of
l will have no impact on any observable variable, and hence
cannot be determined. To resolve this ambiguity, we set our
objective as using the fewest failed lines to satisfy all the
constraints. This idea has been applied to failure localization
in power grid in various forms [3]–[5]. Mathematically, the
problem is formulated as

(P0) min
xH ,∆H

1TxH (7a)

s.t. (4), (6a)− (6b), (7b)
xe ∈ {0, 1}, ∀e ∈ EH , (7c)

where the decision variables are xH and ∆H . Although binary
linear programming is generally hard, (P0) is only a special
case and hence needs to be analyzed separately.

Lemma III.1. The optimization (P0) is NP-hard.

By relaxing the integer constraint (7c), (P0) is relaxed into

(P1) min
xH ,∆H

1TxH (8a)

s.t. (4), (6a)− (6b), (8b)
0 ≤ xH ≤ 1. (8c)

where 0 ≤ xH ≤ 1 denotes element-wise inequality. To take
into account the error on recovered θ′, we can add a noise
term in (6a)-(6b). For example, by denoting ϵ as a tunable
noise term, (6a) becomes pv + ϵ ≥ ∆v ≥ −ϵ. We assume
ϵ = 0 in the rest of the paper to focus on the recovery from

1Because we focus on the post-attack recovery stage as shown in Fig. 1,
we implicitly assume in (4) that the grid has reached the post-attack steady
state. This means that each island is assumed to have reached a steady state
in the case of islanding.
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the information loss caused by the attack. The problem (P1)
is a linear program (LP) which can be solved in polynomial
time. Based on (P1), we propose an algorithm for localizing
the failed lines, called Failed Line Detection (FLD) as given in
Alg. 1, where the input parameter η ∈ (0, 1) is a threshold for
rounding the factional solution of xH to an integral solution
(η = 0.5 in our experiments). We will illustrate how to set η
at the end of Section IV.

Algorithm 1: Failed Line Detection (FLD)
Input: B,p,∆H̄ ,θ,θ′,D, η
Output: F̂

1 Solve the problem (P1) to obtain xH ;
2 Return F̂ = {e : xe ≥ η}.

B. Analysis

We now analyze when FLD can correctly localize the failed
lines, the results of which will lay the groundwork for the
verifiable conditions in the next section. In the sequel, ∆∗

H

denotes the ground-truth power injection changes in H and
x∗
H denotes the ground-truth failure indicators.
According to (6), we decompose VH into VH,L for nodes

with pv ≤ 0 and VH,S for the rest. Define Eo ⊆ EH as the
set of lines that operate normally after failure, and F ⊆ EH

as the failed lines. We make the following assumption:

Assumption 1. As in [5], we assume that for each line (s, t) ∈
EH , θ′s ̸= θ′t, as otherwise the line will carry no power flow
and hence its states cannot be identified2.

First, we simplify (P1) into an equivalent but simpler
optimization problem. To this end, we combine the
decision variables ∆H and xH of (P1) into a single vector
yH = [∆T

H ,xT
H ]T ∈ R(|EH |+|VH |) (where [A,B] denotes

horizontal concatenation), and explicitly represent the
solution to yH that satisfies (4). Notice that (4) can be
written as [I|VH |,−D̃H ]yH = BH|G(θ − θ′) (I|VH |: the
|VH | × |VH | identity matrix). The ground-truth solution
y∗
H = [(∆∗

H)T , (x∗
H)T ]T certainly satisfies (4). Next, consider

the null space of [I|VH |,−D̃H ], whose dimension is |EH |. It is
easy to verify that [d̃T

e ,u
T
e ]

T (e ∈ EH ) are |EH | independent
vectors spanning the null space of [I|VH |,−D̃H ], where d̃e

is the column vector of D̃H corresponding to line e, and ue

is a unit vector in R|EH | with the e-th element being 1 and
the other elements being 0. Therefore, any pair of (∆H ,xH)
satisfying (4) can be expressed as

yH =

[
∆H

xH

]
=

[
∆∗

H

x∗
H

]
+

∑
e∈EH

ce

[
d̃e

ue

]
, (9)

2This assumption essentially means that we will ignore the existence of such
lines in failure localization. Specifically, in the case of islanding, if an island
has a total blackout (because of not containing load/generation or frequency
collapse), then lines in this island will be excluded from failure localization.

where ce’s are the coefficients. Based on the decomposition
of VH into VH,L and VH,S , D̃H and ∆H can be written as

D̃H =

Eo F[ ]
VH,L D̃H,L,o D̃H,L,F

VH,S D̃H,S,o D̃H,S,F

, (10a)

∆H =

[ ]
VH,L ∆H,L

VH,S ∆H,S . (10b)

Let D̃H,L := [D̃H,L,o, D̃H,L,F ], D̃H,S := [D̃H,S,o, D̃H,S,F ],
and c := (ce)e∈EH

∈ R|EH |. Since ∆H,L and ∆H,S are
constrained differently in (6a) and (6b), we introduce ΛL =
[I|VH,L|,0] and ΛS = [0, I|VH,S |] such that ∆H,L = ΛL∆H ,
∆H,S = ΛS∆H , D̃H,L = ΛLD̃H and D̃H,S = ΛSD̃H .
According to (9), for FLD to correctly localize the failed lines,
it suffices to have x∗

e + ce ≥ η for all e ∈ F and x∗
e + ce < η

for all e ∈ Eo. Equivalently, it suffices to ensure that the
optimal solution ĉ to the following optimization problem
satisfies ĉe ≥ η − 1 for all e ∈ F and ĉe < η for all e ∈ Eo:

min
c

1T c (11a)

s.t. D̃H,Lc ≤ −∆∗
H,L, (11b)

− D̃H,Lc ≤ −(ΛLpH −∆∗
H,L), (11c)

− D̃H,Sc ≤∆∗
H,S , (11d)

D̃H,Sc ≤ ΛSpH −∆∗
H,S , (11e)

− c ≤ x∗
H , (11f)

c ≤ 1− x∗
H , (11g)

where (11a) is equivalent to (8a), (11b)-(11c) correspond to
(6b), (11d)-(11e) correspond to (6a), (11f)-(11g) correspond
to (8c), and the change of variables xH ,∆H into c based on
(9) ensures the satisfaction of (4). This equivalent formulation
of (P1) will help to simplify our analysis by eliminating the
equality constraint (4). For notational simplicity, we will omit
the subscript H in the sequel unless it causes confusion.

Next, we use (11) to analyze the accuracy of FLD. Let F̂ be
the failed line set returned by FLD. We first define Qm = F \F̂
as the set of missed failed lines, and Qf = F̂ \ F as the set
of operational lines that are falsely detected as failed. Note
that according to (11), a failed line e ∈ F is missed if and
only if ĉe < η − 1. Similarly, an operational line e ∈ Eo is
falsely detected as failed if and only if ĉe ≥ η. To express
this in a vector form, we define Wm ∈ {0, 1}|Qm|×|EH | as a
binary matrix, where for each i = 1, . . . , |Qm|, (Wm)i,e = 1
if the i-th missed line is line e and thus we have Wmĉ ≤
(η−1)1. Similarly, Wf ∈ {0, 1}|Qf |×|EH | is defined such that
(Wf )i,e = 1 if the i-th false-alarmed line is line e, which leads
to −Wf ĉ ≤ −η1. For ease of presentation, we define

AT
D := [D̃T

L ,−D̃T
L ,−D̃T

S , D̃
T
S ] ∈ R|EH |×2|VH |, (12a)

AT
x := [−I|EH |, I|EH |] ∈ R|EH |×2|EH |, (12b)

W T := [W T
m,−W T

f ] ∈ R|EH |×(|Qm|+|Qf |), (12c)

gT
D := [−(∆∗

L)
T , (−p′

L)
T , (∆∗

S)
T , (p′

S)
T ], (12d)

gT
x := [(x∗)T ,1T − (x∗)T ] ∈ R1×2|EH |, (12e)
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gT
w := [(η − 1)1T ,−η1T ] ∈ R1×(|Qm|+|Qf |), (12f)

where p′
L = pL − ∆∗

L and p′
S = pS − ∆∗

S denote the
post-attack active power injections at VH,L and VH,S . Then the
constraints in (11) can be written as [AT

D,AT
x ]

T c ≤ [gT
D, gT

x ]
T ,

and the optimal solution must satisfy Wc ≤ gw. The following
observation is the foundation of our analysis.

Lemma III.2. A line e ∈ F cannot be missed by FLD if for
Qm = {e} and Qf = ∅, there is a solution z ≥ 0 to

[AT
D,AT

x ,W
T ,1]z = 0, (13a)

[gT
D, gT

x , g
T
w ,0]z < 0. (13b)

Similarly, a line e′ ∈ Eo cannot be falsely detected as failed
by FLD if there exists a solution z ≥ 0 to (13) where W is
constructed according to Qf = {e′} and Qm = ∅.

The proof is by contradiction: if e ∈ F \ F̂ , then for W
corresponding to Qm = {e} and Qf = ∅, there must be no
z ≥ 0 satisfying (13); similar argument holds for e′ ∈ Eo by
assuming e′ ∈ F̂ \ F . See detailed proof in Appendix D.

For ease of presentation, we will introduce a few notations
as follows. Denote D̃u as the row in D̃ corresponding to node
u, and D̃u,e as the entry in D̃u corresponding to line e. Recall
that as defined in (5), if e = (u, v), then D̃u,e = (θ′u − θ′v)r

−1
uv .

We decompose the l.h.s of (13a) into AT
DzD+AT

x [zx−, zx+]+
W T

mzw,m +W T
f zw,f + z∗1 such that its row corresponding

to line e can be written as∑
u∈VH

(
D̃u,ezD,u − D̃u,ezD,−u

)
+
(
zx+,e − zx−,e

)
+ IQm

(e)zw,m,e − IQf
(e)zw,f,e + z∗. (14)

Similarly, the l.h.s of (13b) can be expanded into∑
u∈VH

(
gD,uzD,u + gD,−uzD,−u

)
+

∑
e∈EH

[zx+,e(1− x∗
e)+

zx−,ex
∗
e] + gT

wzw + z∗, (15)

where gT
wzw =

∑
e∈EH

[IQm
(e)zw,m,e(η−1)−IQf

(e)zw,f,eη],
gD,u := −∆∗

u and gD,−u := −p′u if pu ≤ 0, whereas gD,u :=
p′u and gD,−u := ∆∗

u if pu > 0. Then, a solution z ≥ 0
satisfies (13) if ∀e ∈ EH , we have (14) equal to 0 and (15)
less than 0.

Equipped with Lemma III.2, we are ready to explicitly
characterize what types of lines are guaranteed to be correctly
identified. Specifically, we will show that a line will satisfy
the conditions in Lemma III.2 if its endpoints satisfy certain
conditions. To make our conditions as general as possible, we
introduce a generalization of node called hyper-node as follows
(a single node is also a hyper-node):

Definition III.1. A set of nodes U ⊆ VH is a hyper-node if
they induce a connected subgraph before attack.

We define a few properties of a hyper-node U . Define EU

as the set of lines with exactly one endpoint in U , i.e, EU :=

H

 !

 "

 #
 $

 %

 &

 '

($

(%

(!

(#

("

()

(&

('

Failed Links Operational Links

Figure 3. An example of hyper-node (arrow denotes the direction of a power
flow or a hypothetical power flow).

{e|e = (s, t) ∈ EH , s ∈ U, t /∈ U}. If EU ∩F ̸= ∅, we define

D̃U,e :=
∑
u∈U

D̃u,e, (16a)

SU := {e ∈ EU \ F | ∃l ∈ EU ∩ F, D̃U,lD̃U,e > 0}, (16b)

fU,0 := max
e∈SU

|D̃U,e|, where fU,0 := 0 if SU = ∅, (16c)

fU,1 := min
e∈EU∩F

|D̃U,e|, (16d)

fU,g :=

{∑
u∈U gD,u if ∃l ∈ EU ∩ F, D̃U,l < 0,∑
u∈U gD,−u otherwise.

(16e)

Example 1. Consider an attacked area H as shown in Fig. 3,
where blue circles denote nodes (buses) while the direction
of each line indicates the direction of power flow3. Suppose
that F = {l2, l6} and all nodes are load buses. Nodes u1, u2

and u3 form a hyper-node U , where EU = {l2, l4, l6, l7},
SU = {l7}, fU,0 = |D̃U,l7 |, fU,1 = min{|D̃U,l2 |, |D̃U,l6 |} and
fU,g = −

∑
v∈U ∆∗

v. D̃U,l1 = D̃u1,l1 + D̃u2,l1 = 0 since
l1 /∈ EU , while D̃U,l2 = D̃u2,l2 ̸= 0 since l2 ∈ EU .

Based on these definitions and Lemma III.2, we are ready
to present a condition under which a failed line l ∈ F will not
be missed by FLD (see proof in Appendix D).

Theorem III.1. A failed line l ∈ F will be detected by FLD,
i.e., l ∈ F̂ , if there exists at least one hyper-node (say U )
such that l ∈ EU , for which the following conditions hold:

1) ∀e, l ∈ EU ∩ F , D̃U,eD̃U,l > 0,
2) SU = ∅, and
3) fU,g + (η − 1)|D̃U,l| < 0.

Based on similar arguments, the following condition can
guarantee that an operational line l ∈ Eo will not be falsely
detected by FLD (l /∈ F̂ ) (see proof in Appendix D). For
notational simplicity, we extend the definition of fU,g to a
hyper-node U with EU ∩ F = ∅:

fU,g :=

{ ∑
u∈U gD,u if ∃l ∈ EU \ F, D̃U,l > 0,∑
u∈U gD,−u otherwise.

(17)

Theorem III.2. An operational line l ∈ Eo will not be detected
(as failed) by FLD, i.e., l /∈ F̂ , if there exists at least one
hyper-node (say U ) such that l ∈ EU , for which the following
conditions hold:

1) ∀l, l′ ∈ EU ∩ Eo : D̃U,lD̃U,l′ > 0,
2) SU = ∅ if EU ∩ F ̸= ∅, and
3) fU,g − η|D̃U,l| < 0.

3These may be hypothetical power flows, as a failed line carries no flow.
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Remark: Theorems III.1 and III.2 provide sufficient con-
ditions for FLD to correctly identify the states of a line l
based on the direction and magnitude of “power flows” around
a hyper-node U at the “endpoint” of l (i.e., l ∈ EU ): The
(hypothetical) power flows on all the lines of the same state
(failed or operational) around U should be in the same direction,
i.e., all going into or out of U (condition 1); all lines of different
states around U should have opposite (hypothetical) power flow
directions (condition 2); the magnitude of the (hypothetical)
power flow on the line of interest (i.e., l) should be sufficiently
large (condition 3).

IV. VERIFYING ESTIMATED LINE STATES

Although the conditions in Section III-B can guarantee the
accuracy of FLD, they are not testable in practice since the
ground-truth (F and ∆∗) is required. In this section, we will
develop conditions requiring only observable information such
that they can be verified during operation.

To this end, we first notice that ∆u for some u ∈ VH

can be recovered directly. For example, if the adjustment
of power injections after islanding follows proportional load
shedding/generation reduction [34], [35]4, then we have the
following observations (see proof in [30, Appendix C]):

Lemma IV.1. Let N(v; H̄) denote the set of all the nodes in H̄
that are connected to node v via lines in E\EH . Then under the
assumption of proportional load shedding/generation reduction,
∆v for v ∈ VH can be recovered unless N(v; H̄) = ∅ or every
u ∈ N(v; H̄) is of a different type from v with ∆u = 0.

Define UB ⊆ VH as the node set such that ∀u ∈ UB ,
∆u has been recovered (e.g., through Lemma IV.1). Our key
observation is that for any hyper-node U , D̃U,l for any l ∈ EU

can be computed with the knowledge of θ′, and fU,g can be
upper-bounded by

f̂U,g :=
∑

u∈U∩UB

fu,g +
∑

u∈U\UB

|pu|, (18)

where fu,g is defined in (16e) for U = {u}. Since fu,g is
known for nodes in UB and pu (power injection at u before
attack) is also known, f̂U,g is computable. We now show how
to use this information to verify the results of FLD based
on Lemma III.2 and Theorems III.1–III.2. We note that our
solution remains valid even if UB = ∅, which only affects the
tightness of the upper bound f̂U,g .

A. Verification without Knowledge of Ground Truth

We first tackle the lines whose states can be verified without
any knowledge of the ground truth line states.

1) Verifiable Conditions: The basic idea is to rule out
the other possibility by constructing counterexamples to the
theorems in Section III-B if the estimated line state is incorrect.

lines in 1-edge cuts: If line e = (u1, u2) forms a cut of
H , i.e., (VH , EH \ {e}) contains more connected components

4Under this assumption, either the load or the generation (but not both)
will be reduced upon the formation of an island. Moreover, if nodes u and
v are in the same island and of the same type (both load or generator), then
p′u/pu = p′v/pv . More details are given in Appendix G.

than H , then by breadth-first search (BFS) starting from u1

and u2 respectively without traversing e, we can construct
two hyper-nodes U1 and U2 such that EU1 = EU2 = {e} and
thus SU1

= SU1
= ∅. For example, in Fig. 3, line e := l6 is

a 1-edge cut, and thus U1 := {u4, u5} and U2 := VH \ U1

satisfy this condition. Then the following verifiable conditions
are directly implied by Theorems III.1–III.2:

Corollary IV.1. If e ∈ F̂ and min{f̂U1,g, f̂U2,g}−η|D̃U1,e| <
0, then we can verify e ∈ F . If e ∈ EH \ F̂ and
min{f̂U1,g, f̂U2,g} + (η − 1)|D̃U1,e| < 0, then we can verify
e ∈ EH \ F .

Proof. If e ∈ F̂ and min{f̂U1,g, f̂U2,g}−η|D̃U1,e| < 0, then e
must have failed, since otherwise e would have been estimated
as operational according to Theorem III.2. Similarly, if e ∈
EH \ F̂ and min{f̂U1,g, f̂U2,g} + (η − 1)|D̃U1,e| < 0, then
e must be operational, since otherwise e would have been
estimated as failed according to Theorem III.1. Note that as our
verification is based on contradiction, f̂Ui,g should be computed
as if e ∈ EH \ F to verify e ∈ F̂ and vice-versa.

lines in 2-edge cuts: If lines e1, e2 ∈ EH together form
a cut of H but each individual line does not, then by BFS
starting from the endpoints of e1 (or e2) without traversing
e1 or e2, we can construct two hyper-nodes U1, U2 such that
EU1

= EU2
= {e1, e2}. For example, as e1 := l4 and e2 := l7

form a 2-edge cut of H in Fig. 3, U1 := {u6, u7} and U2 :=
VH \ U1 satisfy this condition. Moreover, any pair of lines in
a cycle C form a 2-edge cut if they are not in any other cycle
in H , e.g., any pair of lines in the cycle {l1, l3, l5} satisfy this
condition. Based on this observation, we provide the following
conditions for verifying the states of such lines

Theorem IV.1. Consider a hyper-node U with EU = {e1, e2}
and e1, e2 ∈ EH \ F̂ . If D̃U,e1D̃U,e2 < 0, then e1, e2 are
guaranteed to both belong to EH \ F if

1) f̂U,g + (η − 1)min{|D̃U,e1 |, |D̃U,e2 |} < 0, and

2) η < 1−min{ f̂U,g+|D̃U,e1
|

|D̃U,e2
| ,

f̂U,g+|D̃U,e2
|

|D̃U,e1
| }.

If D̃U,e1D̃U,e2 > 0, then we can verify:
1) e1 ∈ EH \ F if (1− η)|D̃U,e1 | > f̂U,g + |D̃U,e2 |,
2) e2 ∈ EH \ F if (1− η)|D̃U,e2 | > f̂U,g + |D̃U,e1 |.

Theorem IV.2. Consider a hyper-node U with EU = {e1, e2}
and e1 ∈ F̂ , e2 ∈ EH \ F̂ . If D̃U,e1D̃U,e2 > 0, then the states
of e1, e2 are guaranteed to be correctly identified if

1) f̂U,g − η|D̃U,e1 | < 0, f̂U,g + (η − 1)|D̃U,e2 | < 0, and

2) either η >
f̂U,g+|D̃U,e2

|
|D̃U,e1

| or η < 1− f̂U,g+|D̃U,e1
|

|D̃U,e2
| .

If D̃U,e1D̃U,e2 < 0, then we can verify:
1) e1 ∈ F if η|D̃U,e1 | > f̂U,g + |D̃U,e2 |,
2) e2 ∈ EH \ F if (1− η)|D̃U,e2 | > f̂U,g + |D̃U,e1 |.

Theorem IV.3. Consider a hyper-node U with EU = {e1, e2}
and e1, e2 ∈ F̂ . Then, we can verify:

1) e1 ∈ F if η|D̃U,e1 | > f̂U,g + |D̃U,e2 |,
2) e2 ∈ F if η|D̃U,e2 | > f̂U,g + |D̃U,e1 |.

While in theory such verifiable conditions can also be
derived for lines in larger cuts, the number of cases will grow
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exponentially. We also find 1–2-edge cuts to cover the majority
of lines in practice (see Fig. 11).

2) Verification Algorithm: Based on Theorems IV.1–IV.3,
we develop an algorithm Verification Of sTatEs (VOTE) (Alg. 2)
for verifying the line states estimated by FLD, which can be
applied to lines in 1–2-edge cuts. Here, Ea denotes the set of
all the lines in 1-edge cuts of H , while Ec denotes the set of
2-edge cuts. In the algorithm, lines in Ea are tested before lines
in Ec since it is easier to extend the knowledge of UB based
on the test results for Ea. As for the complexity, we first note
that the time complexity of each iteration is O(|EH |+ |VH |)
due to BFS. Then, it takes O(|EH |) iterations to verify Ea and
O(|EH |2) iterations for Ec, which results in a total complexity
of O(|EH |2(|EH |+ |VH |)).

Algorithm 2: Verification Of sTatEs (VOTE)

Input: D̃,p,∆H̄ , UB , η, Ea, Ec, F̂
Output: Ev

1 Ev ← ∅; /* verifiable lines */
2 foreach e = (u1, u2) ∈ Ea do
3 Construct hyper-nodes U1 and U2 such that

EU1 = EU2 = {e};
4 if e ∈ F̂ then
5 Add e to Ev if

min{f̂U1,g, f̂U2,g} − η|D̃U1,e| < 0;
6 else
7 Add e to Ev if

min{f̂U1,g, f̂U2,g}+ (η − 1)|D̃U1,e| < 0;
8 if e is verified to be in EH \ F then
9 Add ui to UB if ∆ui

(i = 1, 2) can be
recovered through Lemma IV.1;

10 foreach {e1, e2} ∈ Ec do
11 Construct hyper-nodes U1 and U2 such that

EU1
= EU2

= {e1, e2};
12 Test the satisfaction of Lemma IV.1, IV.2, or IV.3

for U1 and U2, respectively;
13 Add ei (i = 1, 2) to Ev if it is verified;

B. Verification with Partial Knowledge of Ground Truth

VOTE assumes no knowledge of the ground-truth line states,
even if the states of some lines are already verified, e.g., line set
Ev verified by VOTE. We observe that such partial knowledge
of the ground truth can be exploited for better approximation
of the unknown terms in (13) and thus verifying lines where
VOTE fails. Following this idea, we propose a follow-up step
designed to verify the states of additional lines in EH \ Ev .

1) Verifiable Conditions: Recall that the idea for verifying
the correctness of e ∈ F̂ (or e ∈ EH \ F̂ ) is to construct a
solution to (13) as if e ∈ EH \ F (or e ∈ F ). Specifically,
it can be shown that for a line e ∈ F̂ , if there exists z ≥ 0
for (13) where W is constructed for Qf = {e} and Qm = ∅,
then e is guaranteed to have failed since otherwise it must
have been estimated to be operational. The challenge is the
unknown gD, gx, and gw due to unknown F and ∆∗

H . To
tackle this challenge, we approximate these parameters by their
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Figure 4. Guidelines for applying the proposed algorithms.

worst possible values (in terms of satisfying (13)), which leads
to the following result (see proof in Appendix D).

Theorem IV.4. Given a set Ev of lines with known states, we
define ĝD ∈ R2|VH | and ĝx ∈ R2|EH | as follows:

ĝD,u =

{
gD,u if u ∈ UB

|pu| if u /∈ UB

ĝx,e =

{
gx,e if e ∈ Ev

1 if e /∈ Ev

(19)

and define ĝD,−u and ĝx,−e similarly. Then, a line l ∈ F̂ is
verified to have failed if there exists a solution z ≥ 0 to

[AT
D,AT

x ,w
T ,1]z = 0, (20a)

[ĝT
D, ĝT

x , gw,0]z < 0, (20b)

where w ∈ {0, 1}|EH | is defined to be Wf with Qf = {l},
and gw := −η. Similarly, a line e ∈ EH \ F̂ is verified to be
operational if ∃z ≥ 0 that satisfies (20), where w ∈ {0, 1}|EH |

is defined to be Wm with Qm = {e}, and gw := η − 1.

2) Verification Algorithm: All the elements in (20) are
known, and thus the existence of a solution can be checked by
solving an LP. Based on this result, we propose an algorithm
VOTE with Partial Ground truth (VOTE-PG) (Alg. 3) for
verifying the estimated states of the remaining lines, which
iteratively updates Ev. Each iteration of VOTE-PG involves
solving O(|EH |) LPs, each of which has a time complexity
that is polynomial5 in the number of decision variables (|EH |)
and the number of constraints (|VH |+ |EH |) [36]. Since VOTE-
PG has at most |EH | iterations, the total time complexity of
VOTE-PG is polynomial in |EH | and |VH |.

Algorithm 3: VOTE with Partial Ground truth (VOTE-
PG)

Input: D̃,p,∆H̄ , UB , η, EH , Ev, F̂ , ĝD, ĝx
1 while EH \ Ev ̸= ∅ do
2 Ēv ← Ev;
3 foreach e ∈ EH \ Ev do
4 if ∃z ≥ 0 satisfying (20) for e then
5 Ēv ← Ēv ∪ {e};
6 Update ĝx;
7 if |Ēv| > |Ev| then
8 Ev ← Ēv;
9 else

10 break;

Summary and Guidelines: In summary, Lemma III.2 is the
foundation of our results. Based on Lemma III.2, we develop

5The exact order of the polynomial depends on the specific algorithm used
to solve the LP [36].
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Theorems III.1-III.2 to understand the relationship between the
feasibility of (13) in Lemma III.2 and the magnitudes/directions
of power flows. Equipped with Lemma III.2 and Theorems III.1-
III.2, we develop Theorems IV.1-IV.3 based on verifiable
conditions, which lead to the first verification algorithm (VOTE
in Alg. 2). Then, we develop Theorem IV.4 to provide more
verifiable conditions, which supports the second verification
algorithm (VOTE-PG in Alg. 3).

The proposed algorithms form a three-step pipeline: FLD →
VOTE → VOTE-PG, where FLD will estimate a set of failed
lines (F̂ ), based on which VOTE will identify a subset of lines
(Ev) whose estimated states can be verified to be correct, and
VOTE-PG will try to expand Ev .

All the proposed algorithms contain a parameter η. From
Line 2 of FLD in Alg. 1, it is easy to see that a smaller η
will make FLD less likely to miss failed lines. However, a
smaller η will also make a failed line harder to be verified as
analyzed in Theorem IV.1-IV.3. Similarly, an operational line
is less likely to be detected as failed by FLD but harder to
be verified with a larger η. Fortunately, there is no need to
tune η. As shown in Fig. 4, the operator can run the proposed
method with different values of η in parallel. For each value of
η, the proposed method will return a set of lines with verified
states (which are guaranteed to be consistent with the ground-
truth states). Then, the operator can take the union of the sets
obtained under different η values to recover more line states.

Remark: If control center knows that the post-attack grid
remains connected, both Lemma III.2 and VOTE can be
enhanced. The details are given in Appendix B.

V. EXTENSION TO AC POWER FLOW MODEL

So far we have assumed the DC power flow approximation
as described in Section II. As the real grid behaves according
to the AC power flow model, the natural questions are: (i) if
we can directly apply the DC-based solution (FLD) under the
AC model, and (ii) if we can adapt these algorithms to work
better under the AC model.

For the first question, it is easy to see that FLD can be directly
applied under the AC model. As for the verification algorithms,
we have the following result (see proof in Appendix D).

Lemma V.1. The DC-based line state verification algorithms
VOTE can correctly verify the line states under the AC model.

Despite the applicability of DC-based algorithms, the approx-
imation error in the DC power flow model degrades the perfor-
mance of failure detection and verification (see Section VI-A).
Fortunately, we will show that FLD can be easily adapted to suit
the AC model. Since only minor modification is needed, we will
use “AC-X” to denote the AC-based modification of result “X”.

A. Detection: Adaptation of FLD to AC-FLD

We first show how to adapt the failure detection algorithm
FLD. Some notations necessary for presenting the results
under the AC model are shown in Table II. Specifically,
Df,u,e = 1 and Dt,v,e = 1 if and only if ∃e = (u, v) ∈ E,
i.e., D = Df − Dt. Based on a similar discussion as in
Section II-C, we assume that the voltage after attack (v⃗′) has

been recovered through existing mechanisms [21, Lemma 1]
or secured PMUs. We refer to Appendix A for details.

Table II
NOTATIONS FOR AC POWER FLOW

Notation Description

p/q ∈ C|V | Active/reactive power injection

∆p/∆q ∈ C|V | Active/reactive power injection change

v⃗u = vuej·θu / lu Nodal voltage/current

Y = G+ jB Bus admittance matrix

Df/Dt ∈ {0, 1}|V |×|E| From/to end incidence matrix

Yf/Yt ∈ C|E|×|V | From/to end line admittance matrix

The key is to extend (P1) in (7) to the AC model. To this end,
we first derive the counterpart of (4). Recall that x ∈ {0, 1}|E|

indicates which lines have failed, i.e., xe = 1 indicates e ∈ F .
Recalling that [x] denotes the diagonal matrix with x on the
main diagonal and noticing that the post-attack bus admittance
matrix is Y ′ = Y −Df [x]Yf +Dt[x]Yt, we can transform
the AC power flow equation l′H = Y ′

H|Gv⃗
′ into

l′H = YH|Gv⃗
′ −Df,H|G[xH ]Yf,H|Gv⃗

′−
Dt,H|G[xH ]Yt,H|Gv⃗

′. (21)

Then, by left multiplying the conjugate of both sides of (21)
by [v⃗′

H ], we have

∆p,H = pH − Re
(
[v⃗′

H ]YH|Gv⃗′
)
+ D̃p,HxH , (22a)

∆q,H = qH − Im
(
[v⃗′

H ]YH|Gv⃗′
)
+ D̃q,HxH , (22b)

where D̃p,H = Re
(
D̃H

)
, D̃p,H = Im

(
D̃H

)
, and

D̃H = [v⃗′
H ]

(
Df,H|G[Yf,H|Gv⃗′] +Dt,H|G[Yt,H|Gv⃗′]

)
. (23)

Here we slightly abuse the notation for D̃H since it indicates
the hypothetical power flow after attack in (4) for DC model
and (23) for AC model, respectively. Let VH,L,I = {u ∈
VH,L : qH,u ≤ 0}. Then, we introduce the row selection matrix
ΛI ∈ {0, 1}|VH,L,I |×|VH | to select entries in qH corresponding
to nodes in VH,L,I . Similarly, we introduce VH,L,C = {u ∈
VH,L : qH,u > 0} and the associated ΛC ∈ {0, 1}|VH,L,C |×|VH |.
As the counterpart of (6b) for reactive power, we have

0 ≥ ΛI∆q,H ≥ ΛIqH ,0 < ΛC∆q,H ≤ ΛCqH . (24)

Now, we are ready to give the counterpart of (P1) in (8) under
the AC power flow model, referred to as AC-(P1), as follows

min
xH

1TxH (25a)

s.t. (22), (24), (6a)− (6b), (25b)
0 ≤ xH,e ≤ 1,∀e ∈ EH , (25c)

Thus, FLD can be adapted to the AC model by replacing (P1)
in (8) by AC-(P1) in (25), which will be called AC-FLD in
the sequel.

B. Verification: Adaptation of VOTE(-PG) to AC-VOTE(-PG)

We now show how to adapt the verification algorithms VOTE.
Although Lemma V.1 guarantees that VOTE/VOTE-PG can
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still be used to verify the estimated line states under the AC
model, they are developed under the DC model and thus have
degraded performance (see Section VI-A). To address this
issue, we will develop AC-based counterparts of VOTE(-PG)
by deriving the counterpart of Lemma III.2 for AC-FLD, which
is the foundation of the verification algorithms.

To begin with, we will transform (25) into an equivalent
LP without equality constraints, as in the transformation of
(P1) into (11). To achieve this, we notice that any feasible
(p′

H , q′
H ,xH) satisfying (22) can be represented as (26): ∆p,H

∆q,H

xH

 =

 ∆∗
p,H

∆∗
q,H

x∗
H

+
∑

e∈EH

ce

 d̃p,H,e

d̃q,H,e

ue

. (26)

Then, we modify the definitions in (12) as follows: we keep
Ax,W , gx, gw the same, and redefine AD and gD as

AT
D :=

[
ΛT

LD̃
T
p,H ,−ΛT

LD̃
T
p,H ,−ΛT

SD̃
T
p,H ,ΛT

SD̃
T
p,H

ΛT
I D̃

T
q,H ,−ΛT

I D̃
T
q,H ,−ΛT

CD̃
T
q,H ,ΛT

CD̃
T
q,H

]
, (27a)

gT
D :=

[
−ΛT

L∆
∗T
p,H ,−ΛT

Lp
′∗T
H ,ΛT

S∆
∗T
p,H ,ΛSp

′∗T
H

−ΛT
I ∆

∗T
q,H ,−ΛT

I q
′∗T
H ,ΛT

C∆
∗T
q,H ,ΛT

Cq
′∗T
H

]
. (27b)

Equipped with (26) and (27), we can obtain the following LP
that is equivalent to (25):

min
c

1T c (28a)

s.t. ADc ≤ gD, (28b)
Axc ≤ gx, (28c)

where (28b) corresponds to (25b) while (28c) corresponds to
(25c). Since the feasible region of (11) can also be written in
the form of (28b)-(28c), AC-Lemma III.2 for AC-FLD has the
same form as Lemma III.2 with AD and gD redefined as in
(27). See Appendix D for the proof of AC-Lemma III.2.

Since Theorem IV.1-IV.4 are all proved by contradiction
based on Lemma III.2, the corresponding algorithms (VOTE
based on Theorem IV.1-IV.3 and VOTE-PG based on Theo-
rem IV.4) can be easily adapted to AC-VOTE and AC-VOTE-
PG with changed AD and gD. In Appendix C, we provide the
adapted theorems and discuss how they are used in AC-VOTE
and AC-VOTE-PG.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We will primarily evaluate our findings on the Polish power
grid (“Polish system - winter 1999-2000 peak”) [37] with 2383
nodes and 2886 lines (where parallel lines are combined). The
ground-truth power grid states are generated according to AC
power flow model. Key solutions (FLD, VOTE and VOTE-PG)
will also be evaluated on the IEEE 300-bus system extracted
from MATPOWER [37] to test their generality. We generate the
attacked area H by randomly choosing one node as a starting
point and performing a BFS to obtain H with a predetermined
|VH |. The generated H consists of buses topologically close
to each other, which will intuitively share communication lines
in connecting to the control center and can thus be blocked
together once a cyber attack jams some of these lines. Note,
however, that our solution does not depend on this specific
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Figure 5. Performance of DC-FLD under the AC power flow model in Polish
system (|VH | = 40).
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(b) Operational lines
Figure 6. Performance of DC-VOTE + DC-VOTE-PG under the AC power
flow model in Polish system (|VH | = 40).

way of forming H . We then randomly choose |F | lines within
H to fail. We vary |VH | and |F | to explore different settings,
and for each setting, we generate 70 different H’s and 300
different F ’s per H . In contrast to previous works [3]–[7]
where |F | ≤ 3, we focus on the scenarios where both |VH |
and |F | are large such that there are likely to be internal
nodes in H whose post-attack active power injections cannot
be recovered, and there are likely to be island formation in the
post-attack grid. In our simulations, we assume that all viable
islands have survived the attack (i.e., no frequency collapse),
but this assumption is not necessary for our algorithms.

We evaluate two types of metrics: (1) how accurate FLD
is, and (2) how often the line states estimated by FLD can
be verified. Each evaluated metric is shown via the mean and
the 25th/75th percentile (indicated by the error bars) when
applicable. The threshold η is set to 0.5. A detailed case study
is given in Appendix E.

A. Performance Loss of DC-based Algorithms

We start by evaluating the performance of the DC-based
versions of FLD, VOTE, and VOTE-PG (denoted by DC-*)
under the AC power flow model, since they are applicable
under the AC model as discussed in Lemma V.1. In Fig. 5,
we compare the performance of DC-FLD and AC-FLD in
terms of miss rate and false alarm rate. In Fig. 6, we compare
the performance of the combination of DC-VOTE and DC-
VOTE-PG with their AC variants. We observe that although the
DC-based algorithms are still applicable under the AC power
flow model, the approximation error of the DC model leads
to performance degradation in both detection and verification.
Such observations validate the importance of deriving their
AC variants, as shown in Section V. In the rest of this
section, all algorithms (including both proposed and benchmark
algorithms) refer to their AC variants developed as in Section V.
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Figure 7. Prob. that assuming ∆ = 0 leads to a feasible solution in Polish
system (|VH | = 40).
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Figure 8. Performance comparison on miss rate in Polish system (|VH | = 40).

B. Performance of Line State Recovery

First, we observe that for a nontrivial size of H (|VH | ≥ 20),
there almost always exists u ∈ VH for which we cannot
recover ∆H,u by Lemma IV.1. We also observe that the
solution in [5] (which assumes ∆ = 0) is often infeasible, as
shown in Fig. 7. These observations confirm the necessity of
jointly estimating F and ∆H during failure localization.

Next, we compare FLD with benchmarks in localizing the
failed lines. We consider two benchmarks: (i) the solution
extended from [21], i.e., i.e., estimating F by supp(y) for
the solution to min ∥y∥1 s.t. (22), assuming the knowledge
of true ∆p,H and ∆q,H , and (ii) min ∥y∥1 s.t. ∥pH −
Re

(
[v⃗′

H ]YH|Gv⃗′
)
+ D̃p,HyH∥ ≤ ∥pH∥, which is adapted

from the solutions in [3], [4]. In addition, we consider a variant
of AC-FLD that removes the constraints (24) and (22b) to
see the importance of adding constraints on reactive power.
Note that benchmark (i) should be treated as a “performance
upper bound” as it assumes more knowledge (of ∆H ) than
our proposed algorithm.

As shown in Fig. 8, benchmark (i) demonstrates the
best performance with regard to both the miss rate and the
probability of having no miss, while FLD performs much better
than benchmark (ii). This confirms the importance of knowing
or estimating power injection changes in failure localization.
Regarding the false alarm as shown in Fig. 9, FLD performs
even better than benchmark (i). This is because the decision
variable x in benchmark (i) combines the information about
both the failed lines and the phase angles θ′

H , and thus does
not fully exploit the knowledge of θ′

H . We also notice that
adding the constraints (24) and (22b) can significantly improve
detection accuracy by exploiting the knowledge on reactive
power injections. Furthermore, from the specific number of
false alarms/misses in Fig. 10, we see that besides having very
few false alarms, FLD also correctly detects most of the failed
lines with only a couple of misses for the majority of the time.
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Figure 9. Performance comparison on false alarm rate in Polish system
(|VH | = 40).
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Figure 10. Number of false alarms/misses of FLD in Polish system (|VH | =
40).

C. Performance of Line State Verification

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the
proposed verification algorithms (VOTE and VOTE-PG) in
terms of the fraction of verifiable lines.

We first evaluate the fraction of verifiable lines in Ea (lines in
1-edge cuts) and Ec (lines in 2-edge cuts, i.e., Ec :=

⋃
s∈Ec

s),
as shown in Fig. 11. For each generated case (combination of
H and F ), denote Ea,v := Ea∩Ev and Ec,v := Ec∩Ev . Then
in Fig. 11(a), we evaluate the fractions of testable and verifiable
lines in Ea (Ec) among failed lines, i.e., |Ea∩F |

|F | ( |Ec∩F |
|F | ) and

|Ea,v∩F |
|F | ( |Ec,v∩F |

|F | ). The evaluation for operational lines is
conducted similarly in Fig. 11(b). As can be seen, (i) the
fractions of testable and verifiable lines both stay almost
constant with varying |F |, which demonstrates the robustness
of VOTE; (ii) among the testable lines (Ea ∪Ec), most of the
failed lines are verifiable, but only half of the operational lines
are verifiable.

Next, we use two metrics to evaluate the value of VOTE-PG.
The first metric is the fraction of lines verified by VOTE-PG
but not VOTE, as shown in Fig. 11 as ‘VOTE-PG’. The
second is the percentage of cases that VOTE-PG can verify
additional lines, given in Table III. We observe that VOTE-PG
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Figure 11. Fraction of testable/verifiable lines in Polish system (|VH | = 40).
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Table III
PERCENTAGE OF CASES THAT VOTE-PG VERIFIES ADDITIONAL LINES IN

POLISH SYSTEM

Type of lines |F | = 3 |F | = 6 |F | = 9 |F | = 12

Failed lines 24.12% 38.94% 48.72% 57.43%

Operational lines 88.15% 91.45% 92.13% 92.45%

All lines 90.34% 93.61% 95.22% 95.71%
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Figure 12. Comparison between verifiable lines, theoretically guaranteed lines,
and actually correctly identified lines in Polish system (|VH | = 40).

can usually verify more lines based on the results of VOTE.
Then, we compare the fraction of verifiable lines (‘Verifiable

– VOTE + VOTE-PG’) to the fraction of lines whose states
are guaranteed to be correctly estimated by FLD according to
Lemma III.2 (‘Guaranteed’) and the actual fraction of lines
whose states are correctly estimated by FLD (‘Experiment
Results’), as shown in Fig. 12. We see that over 80% of the
lines are verifiable. Nevertheless, the fraction of lines whose
states are correctly estimated by FLD is even higher: out of
all the failed lines, over 80% will be estimated as failed and
verified as so, while another 10% will be estimated as failed
but not verified; out of all the operational lines, over 80% will
be estimated and verified as operational, while the rest will also
be estimated as operational but not verified. We have confirmed
that the set of verifiable lines is a subset of the set of lines
for which FLD is guaranteed to be correct (by Lemma III.2),
which is in turn a subset of the set of correctly identified lines.

To validate our key observations, we repeat the experiments
in Fig. 12 on the IEEE 300-bus system, as shown in Fig. 13.
Compared with the results from the Polish system, most of
the results from the IEEE 300-bus system are qualitatively
similar. One notable difference is that although most of the
failed lines remain verifiable in the 300-bus system, only
half of the operational lines are verifiable. This indicates
that most (80-90%) of the unverifiable lines are operational.
To understand such a phenomenon, we observe that many
operational lines carry small post-attack power flows, which
makes the conditions in Theorem IV.1-IV.3 hard to satisfy. On
the contrary, the values of hypothetical power flows on failed
lines are usually large.

D. Summary of Observations

1) While the DC-based detection/verification algorithms can
be applied in a grid that follows AC power flow equations,
their AC-based variants provide better performance.

2) Under the possibility of islanding caused by the physical
attack, existing failed line detection algorithms fail with
high probability due to the change of power injections
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Figure 13. Comparison between verifiable lines, theoretically guaranteed lines,
and actually correctly identified lines in IEEE 300-bus system (|VH | = 40).

(Fig. 7), but the proposed FLD can handle the change
of power injections and achieve high accuracy.

3) Despite its high accuracy, FLD can still miss failed lines
and falsely report failures on operational lines, which
will cause problems during recovery.

4) The proposed line state verification algorithms (VOTE
and VOTE-PG) can substantially reduce the waste of re-
sources during recovery by providing reliable information
on the verifiable line states.

VII. CONCLUSION

We investigated the problem of power grid state estimation
under cyber-physical attacks that may decompose the grid into
islands. Our focus was on recovering the line states within the
attack area, due to an observation that existing solutions and
their recovery conditions for recovering the phase angles (devel-
oped for the case of connected post-attack grid) remain applica-
ble in the case of islanding. To handle the challenge of unknown
changes in the power injections within the attack area caused by
islanding, under the DC model we proposed an LP-based algo-
rithm to jointly estimate the line states and the power injection
changes within the attacked area. We established theoretical
conditions under which the line states estimated by the proposed
algorithm are guaranteed to be correct, including both more
general conditions that depend on the ground-truth line states
and less general conditions that only depend on observable
information. The latter conditions are further used to develop
two polynomial-time algorithms to verify the correctness of the
estimated line states. In addition, we extend all results obtained
under the DC model to their variants under the AC power flow
model. Our evaluations based on the Polish power grid and the
IEEE 300-bus system showed that the proposed algorithm is
highly accurate in localizing the failed lines, and the correctness
of its output can be verified in the majority of cases.

Compared to the previous solutions for line state estimation
that label lines with binary states (failed/operational) without
guaranteed correctness, our solution labels lines with ternary
states (failed/operational/unverifiable), where the states of
verifiable lines are identified with guaranteed correctness. This,
together with the observation that most of the unverifiable lines
are operational, provides valuable information for planning
repair/restoration in the recovery process.
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APPENDIX A
RECOVERY OF PHASE ANGLES

Under the assumption that G remains connected after the
attack and thus ∆ = 0, [5] showed that the post-attack phase
angles θ′

H can be recovered if the submatrix BH̄|H of the
admittance matrix has a full column rank. Below, we will show
that the same condition holds without this limiting assumption.

Specifically, we have the following lemma that extends
[5, Lemma 1] to the case of arbitrary ∆ (“supp”: indices of
non-zero entries in the input vector).

Lemma A.1. supp(B(θ − θ′)−∆) ⊆ VH .

Proof. For a link (s, t), define a column vector xst ∈
{−1, 0, 1}|V |, which has 1 in s-th element, −1 in t-th element,
and 0 elsewhere. The failure of links in F changes the
admittance matrix by6

B′ = B +
∑

(s,t)∈F

Bstxstx
T
st, (29)

where Bst is the (s, t)-th element in B. Before the attack, we
have Bθ = p. After the attack, we have B′θ′ = p′ = p−∆.
Therefore, the following holds:

Bθ −B′θ′ = ∆ (30)

⇒ B(θ − θ′)−∆ =
∑

(s,t)∈F

Bstxstx
T
stθ

′ (31)

⇒ supp(B(θ − θ′)−∆) ⊆
⋃

(s,t)∈F

{s, t} ⊆ VH , (32)

where (31) is obtained by plugging in (29) into (30).

Using Lemma A.1, we prove that the recovery condition
in [5, Theorem 1] remains sufficient even if the post-attack
grid may be disconnected.

Theorem A.1. The phase angles θ′
H within the attacked area

can be recovered correctly if BH̄|H has a full column rank.

Proof. By Lemma A.1, we see that BH̄|G(θ−θ′)−∆H̄ = 0.
Writing this equation in more detail shows that

BH̄|H(θH − θ′
H) +BH̄|H̄(θH̄ − θ′

H̄)−∆H̄ = 0 (33)

⇒ BH̄|Hθ′
H = BH̄|HθH +BH̄|H̄(θH̄ − θ′

H̄)−∆H̄ . (34)

Since both BH̄|H and the righthand side of (34) are known to
the control center, we can uniquely recover θ′

H if BH̄|H has
a full column rank.

The phase angles θ′
H can be recovered not only through

Theorem A.1, but also through the secured PMUs, whose
measurements and communications to the control center are
much harder to attack due to the security mechanisms in modern
WAMPAC network design [38]. It is widely accepted that
secured PMUs can be used to defend against cyber attacks
[31]–[33].

In the following, we provide guidelines for choosing nodes
on which to install secured PMUs.

6There was a typo in the proof of [5, Lemma 1], which claimed that
B′ = B −

∑
(s,t)∈F bstxstxT

st.

Corollary A.1. Let EM,H̄|H ⊆ EH̄|H denote a matching (a set
of links without common endpoints) covering nodes VH̄M

⊆ VH̄

and VHM
⊆ VH . Then θ′

H can be recovered almost surely 7 if
there is a secured PMU measuring the (voltage) phase angle
at each u ∈ VH \ VHM

.

Proof. Since the PMUs at u ∈ VH \ VHM
will directly report

θ′u, the only unknown term left in (34) is θ′
HM

. Next, we will
show that θ′

HM
can be uniquely determined by (34) with the

aid of θ′u, u ∈ VH \ VHM
measured by secured sensors. To

achieve this, we re-write the left-hand-side (l.h.s) of (34) as

BH̄|Hθ′
H = BH̄|HM

θ′
HM

+
∑

u∈VH\VHM

BH̄|u · θ′u, (35)

where the second term on the right-hand-side is known due to
PMUs. By plugging (35) back into (34), we obtain an equation
in θ′

HM
that can uniquely determine θ′

HM
if BH̄|HM

has a full
column rank. This condition holds almost surely according to
[5, Corollary 2] since the subgraph corresponding to BH̄|HM

contains the matching EM,H̄|H .

Discussion: Under the North American SynchroPhasor
Initiative (NASPI) [39], the number of PMUs is steadily
growing [40], and installing PMUs is becoming part of routine
transmission system upgrades and new construction [41]. Some
utilities have achieved full observability in their networks,
e.g., Dominion Power has piloted the PMU-based linear state
estimator [42], [43]. These trends motivate us to consider failure
localization based on phase angles.

Although fully equipped PMUs can measure both voltage
phasors at buses and current phasors at their incident lines,
each phasor to be measured requires extra instrumentation. To
this end, we will show that measuring voltage phasors alone is
almost good enough in that: under normal conditions, voltage
phasors can be used to compute line currents; after attacks,
the voltage phase angles can be used to estimate link states
(and hence currents) with high accuracy (see Sections III).
Measuring only voltage phasors by PMUs has also been
assumed in prior works [31].

Previous discussion is based on DC power flow model. In
[21, Lemma 1], the conditions for recovering phase angles
[5, Lemma 1] are extended to the AC power flow model to
recover complex-valued voltages (v⃗′

H ) after attack. Next, we
will show that the conditions in [21, Lemma 1] still hold even
if the post-attack grid may be disconnected, as in our extension
of [5, Lemma 1] to Theorem A.1.

Theorem A.2. The voltages v⃗′
H within the attacked area can be

recovered almost surely if ∃EM,H̄|H ⊆ EH̄|H with VHM
= VH .

Proof. Due to the attack model discussed in Section II-B, we
have l′

H̄
= Y ′

H̄|Gv⃗
′ = YH̄|Gv⃗

′. Then, by denoting x as the
conjugate of x and [x] as the diagonal operation of x, we have

[v⃗′
H̄ ]Y ′

H̄|Gv⃗
′ = [v⃗′

H̄ ]l′
H̄

= p′
H̄ + jq′

H̄ , (36)

7In probability theory, an event happens almost surely if it happens with
probability one. In other words, among all possible combinations of {re}e∈E ,
the set of reactance values for EH̄|H resulting in θ′

H uncoverable is a measure
zero set in the real space.
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which leads to

ΞH̄|H

[
Re(v⃗′

H)
Im(v⃗′

H)

]
=

[
p′
H̄
− Re([v⃗′

H̄
]Y ′

H̄|H̄ v⃗′
H̄
)

q′
H̄
− Im([v⃗′

H̄
]Y ′

H̄|H̄ v⃗′
H̄
)

]
(37)

ΞH̄|H =

[
GH̄|H −BH̄|H
BH̄|H GH̄|H

]
. (38)

It is easy to see that we can uniquely recover both Re(v⃗′
H)

and Im(v⃗′
H) if ΞH̄|H has full column rank. According to [21,

Lemma 1] and [5, Corollary 2], ΞH̄|H has full column rank
almost surely if there is a matching between the nodes VH and
VH̄ that covers the nodes VH .

It is easy to see that Corollary A.1 holds under the AC
power flow model by comparing (37) and (34).

APPENDIX B
SPECIAL CASE: KNOWN POST-ATTACK POWER INJECTIONS

In this section, we extend our results to the special case that
the control center can either know that the grid after attack
remains connected or fully recover the power injections. We
first extend [5, Lemma 2] as follows.

Lemma B.1. There exists a vector x ∈ R|EH | that satisfies
supp(x) = F , and

DHx = BH|G(θ − θ′)−∆H . (39)

Proof. Note that by definition, xst defined in the proof of
Lemma A.1 is the same as the column corresponding to link
(s, t) in D. Define a vector y ∈ R|E| by

ye =

{
Bst(θ

′
s − θ′t) if e = (s, t) ∈ F,

0 o.w. (40)

Then it is easy to see that
∑

(s,t)∈F Bstxstx
T
stθ

′ = Dy. By
(31), we have B(θ − θ′) −∆ = Dy. Considering only the
equations corresponding to VH yields

BH|G(θ − θ′)−∆H = DHyH , (41)

where we have used the fact that yH̄ = 0. Thus x = yH

satisfies the conditions in the lemma.

Based on this result, [5, Theorem 2] can be easily extended
as follow:

Theorem B.1. The failed links F within the attacked area can
be localized correctly if:

1) H is acyclic (i.e., a tree or a set of trees), in which case
(39) has a unique solution x for which supp(x) = F , or

2) H is a planar graph satisfying (i) for any cycle C in
H , |C ∩ F | < |C \ F |, and (ii) F ∗ is H∗-separable8,
in which case the optimization min ∥x∥1 s.t. (39) has a
unique solution x for which supp(x) = F .

Proof. Condition (1) is implied by [5, Lemma 3], which proved
that DH has a full column rank if and only if H is acyclic.
This combined with Lemma B.1 shows that if H is acyclic,
then (39) only has one solution, and hence the support of this

8Here H∗ is the dual graph of H , and F ∗ is the set of edges in H∗ such
that each edge in F ∗ connects a pair of vertices that correspond to adjacent
faces in H separated by a failed link.

solution must be F .
Condition (2) is implied by the proof of [5, Theorem 2],

which showed that if H satisfies this condition, then any x for
(39) satisfies ∥x∥1 ≥ ∥x∗∥1, where x∗ is a vector satisfying
the conditions in Lemma B.1. Moreover, it showed that ∥x∥1 =
∥x∗∥1 only if x = x∗. Thus, x∗, whose support equals F , can
be computed by minimizing ∥x∥1 s.t. (39).

Next, based on Theorem III.1-III.2, we give an specific
condition of H under which F can be correctly recovered even
if ∆∗ is unknown.

Corollary B.1. If the grid stays connected after failure, H is
acyclic, and H contains either no load bus or no generator bus,
then Alg. 1 is guaranteed to detect F correctly, i.e., F̂ = F .

Proof. We only prove the case that H contains no generator
bus since the other case can be proved similarly. We first prove
that any failed link l ∈ F will not be missed (l ∈ F̂ ). Under
Assumption 1, link l must have one endpoint (say u) such
that D̃u,l < 0. Next, we will build a hyper-node U such that
the induced subgraph is a tree rooted at node u. Specifically,
such hyper-node can be constructed by breadth-first search
(BFS) starting from node u. In the first iteration of BFS, we
start with U = {u} and add a neighbor vi of u into U if
e = (u, vi) ∈ F with D̃u,lD̃u,e < 0 or e = (u, vi) ∈ EU \ F
with D̃u,lD̃u,e > 0. Then, we repeatedly add node v into
U if ∃e = (s, v) ∈ EU ∩ F such that D̃U,lD̃U,e < 0 or
∃e = (s, v) ∈ EU \F such that D̃U,lD̃U,e > 0. This procedure
will terminate since H is acyclic, and the constructed U will
satisfy condition 1) and condition 2) of Theorem III.1. Since
all nodes u ∈ U are load buses, D̃U,l < 0, and the grid stays
connected after failure, we have fU,g = −

∑
u∈U ∆u = 0,

which satisfies condition 3) of Theorem III.1. Thus, we have
F ⊆ F̂ .

Next, we show that any operational link e ∈ EH \F will not
be falsely detected by Alg. 1 (e /∈ F̂ ). Under Assumption 1,
link e must have have one endpoint (say u) such that D̃u,e > 0.
The hyper-node U can be constructed as follows: start with
U = {u}, add node v into U if ∃e′ = (s, v) ∈ EU ∩ F
or ∃e′ = (s, v) ∈ EU \ F such that D̃U,eD̃U,e′ < 0. The
resulting hyper-node must satisfy condition 1) and condition 2)
of Theorem III.2. Again, we have fU,g = −

∑
u∈U ∆u = 0,

which leads to satisfaction of condition 3) in Theorem III.2.
Therefore, we have F̂ ⊆ F .

Now we demonstrate how to modify Alg. 1-3 if the grid
after attack is known to stay connected. In this case, Alg. 1 is
modified by replacing constraints (6a) and (6b) with ∆H = 0
(implied by the assumption of the connected post-attack grid).
Next, we demonstrate how Alg. 2-3 will change in this case.
To this end, we study the effect of ∆H = 0 on Lemma III.2.
Noting that according to (9), any pair of (∆H ,xH) satisfying
(4) can be represented by c ∈ R|EH | as

∆H = ∆∗
H + D̃Hc, xH = x∗

H + I|EH |c. (42)

Thus, we have D̃Hc = 0 due to ∆H = ∆∗
H = 0, which is

equivalent to requiring D̃Hc ≤ 0 and −D̃Hc ≤ 0. Accord-
ingly, AD and gD in (13), which is used to model (6a) and (6b)
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Table IV
PERCENTAGE OF CASES OF CONNECTED POST-ATTACK POLISH SYSTEM

(|VH | = 40)

|F | = 3 |F | = 6 |F | = 9 |F | = 12

57.12% 26.33% 11.87% 5.04%

Table V
PERCENTAGE OF CASES OF CONNECTED POST-ATTACK IEEE 300-BUS

SYSTEM (|VH | = 20)

|F | = 2 |F | = 4 |F | = 6 |F | = 8

73.73% 51.10% 32.89% 18.54%

in Lemma III.2, now become AT
D := [D̃T

H ,−D̃T
H ], gD := 0.

The direct implication of gD = 0 is that fU,g =
∑

u∈U fu,g =
0,∀U ⊆ VH . That is to say, Theorems IV.1-IV.3 still hold for
the modified Alg. 1 except that f̂U,g = 0, which implies the
following result:

Corollary B.2. If it is known that the post-attack grid G′ =
(V,E \F ) is connected, then the state of any link that forms a
1-edge cut of H will be identified correctly by a variation of
Alg. 1 that replaces the constraints (6a) and (6b) by ∆H = 0.

Proof. As in the proof of Corollary IV.1, for any link e =
(u1, u2) ∈ F̂ forming a cut of H , we can verify that e ∈ F if
min{fU1,g, fU2,g}−η|D̃U1,e| < 0 (otherwise, e must have been
estimated as operational by Theorem III.2). Since fUi,g = 0
(i = 1, 2) if the grid remains connected after the attack and
|D̃U1,e| > 0 by Assumption 3, e ∈ F can always be verified.
Similar argument applies to any link l ∈ EH \ F̂ .

By Corollary B.2, the verification of the link states in Ea can
be skipped if the post-attack grid is known to stay connected.

Finally, we experimentally study the benefits of knowing the
connectivity, as shown in Fig. 14 and Table IV. Specifically,
‘X-agnostic’ denotes the performance of ‘X’ without knowing
the connectivity, while ‘X-known’ denotes the counterpart that
adopts the modification in this section. The meaning of ‘X’
is the same as that in Fig. 12. In Table IV, we evaluate the
percentage of randomly generated cases (H and F ) in which
the post-attack grid G′ remains connected. We observe that (i)
the knowledge of connectivity can help verify more than 10%
additional failed links and 30% additional operational links;
(ii) when |F | is small (e.g., |F | ≤ 3), G′ remains connected
in the majority of the cases. These results indicate the value
of the knowledge of connectivity. In Fig. 15 and Table V, we
evaluate the same metrics on IEEE 300-bus system, the results
of which are similar as that in Polish grid.
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Figure 14. Performance comparison for connected post-attack Polish system
(|VH | = 40).
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Figure 15. Performance comparison for connected post-attack IEEE 300-bus
system (|VH | = 20).

APPENDIX C
ADAPTATION OF VERIFICATION ALGORITHMS TO AC

POWER FLOW MODEL

In this section, we will show how to obtain AC-Theorem IV.1–
IV.4 and the associated AC-VOTE and AC-VOTE-PG.

Recall that the AC variants of gD and AD are given in (27).
In this section, gD, AD, and the associated fU,g refer to the
values given in (27). For the ease of presentation, we first give
the complete statement of AC-Lemma III.2.

Lemma C.1 (AC-Lemma III.2). A line e ∈ F cannot be missed
by FLD if for Qm = {e} and Qf = ∅, there is a solution
z ≥ 0 to

[AT
D,AT

x ,W
T ,1]z = 0, (43a)

[gT
D, gT

x , g
T
w ,0]z < 0. (43b)

Similarly, a line e′ ∈ Eo cannot be falsely detected as failed
by FLD if there exists a solution z ≥ 0 to (13) where W is
constructed according to Qf = {e′} and Qm = ∅.

A. AC-VOTE

Recall from (23) that the counterpart of (5) under the AC
model is

D̃ = [v⃗′]
(
Df [Yf v⃗′] +Dt[Ytv⃗′]

)
, (44)

which indicates the “power flows” after attack. Recall from
(22b) that D̃p,H = Re

(
D̃H

)
and D̃q,H = Im

(
D̃H

)
. Then,

we define D̃p,U,e and D̃q,U,e following (16), where D̃ is
replaced by D̃p and D̃q. Then, AC-Theorem IV.1-IV.3 are
given as follows:

Theorem C.1 (AC-Theorem IV.1). Consider a hyper-node U
with EU = {e1, e2} and e1, e2 ∈ EH \ F̂ . If D̃p,U,e1D̃p,U,e2 <
0, then e1, e2 are guaranteed to both belong to EH \ F if

1) f̂U,g + (η − 1)min{|D̃p,U,e1 |, |D̃p,U,e2 |} < 0, and

2) η < 1−min{ f̂U,g+|D̃p,U,e1
|

|D̃p,U,e2
| ,

f̂U,g+|D̃p,U,e2
|

|D̃p,U,e1
| }.

If D̃p,U,e1D̃p,U,e2 > 0, then we can verify:
1) e1 ∈ EH \ F if (1− η)|D̃p,U,e1 | > f̂U,g + |D̃p,U,e2 |,
2) e2 ∈ EH \ F if (1− η)|D̃p,U,e2 | > f̂U,g + |D̃p,U,e1 |.

Theorem C.2 (AC-Theorem IV.2). Consider a hyper-node
U with EU = {e1, e2} and e1 ∈ F̂ , e2 ∈ EH \ F̂ . If
D̃p,U,e1D̃p,U,e2 > 0, then the states of e1, e2 are guaranteed
to be correctly identified if
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1) f̂U,g − η|D̃p,U,e1 | < 0, f̂U,g + (η− 1)|D̃p,U,e2 | < 0, and

2) either η >
f̂U,g+|D̃p,U,e2

|
|D̃p,U,e1

| or η < 1− f̂U,g+|D̃p,U,e1
|

|D̃p,U,e2
| .

If D̃p,U,e1D̃p,U,e2 < 0, then we can verify:

1) e1 ∈ F if η|D̃p,U,e1 | > f̂U,g + |D̃p,U,e2 |,
2) e2 ∈ EH \ F if (1− η)|D̃p,U,e2 | > f̂U,g + |D̃p,U,e1 |.

Theorem C.3 (AC-Theorem IV.3). Consider a hyper-node
U with EU = {e1, e2} and e1, e2 ∈ F̂ . Then, we can verify:

1) e1 ∈ F if η|D̃p,U,e1 | > f̂U,g + |D̃p,U,e2 |,
2) e2 ∈ F if η|D̃p,U,e2 | > f̂U,g + |D̃p,U,e1 |.

We sketch the proofs below. Recall that the key of our proof
for Theorem IV.1-IV.3 is to find a solution for (13a). That is
to say, the key to prove their AC variants is to find solution
for (43). To achieve this, we first rewrite (43) as follows

[AT
p,D,AT

q,D,AT
x ,W

T ,1]z = 0, (45a)

[gT
p,D, gT

q,D, gT
x , g

T
w ,0]z < 0. (45b)

where Ap,D (Aq,D) denotes the submatrix of AD that involves
D̃p,H (D̃q,H ), and gp,D (D̃q,H ) denotes the subvector of
gD that involves active (reactive) power injections. Next, we
consider a subsystem of (45) given below:

[AT
p,D,AT

x ,W
T ,1]z = 0, (46a)

[gT
p,D, gT

x , g
T
w ,0]z < 0. (46b)

Suppose there exists a solution [zp, zA, zx, zw, z∗] that is
feasible to (46), then it is easy to see that [zp,0, zA, zx, zw, z∗]
must also be feasible to (45). Notice that (46) is the same as
(13a) with D̃ replaced as D̃p. Thus, following the proof of
Theorem IV.1-IV.3, we have AC-Theorem IV.1-IV.3.

Considering the similarity between Theorem IV.1-IV.3 and
their AC variants, AC-VOTE takes the same form as VOTE
with D̃ replaced as D̃p.

B. AC-VOTE-PG

It is worth noting that the only difference in gD between
(27b) and (12) is the additional part corresponding to the
reactive power qH and q′∗

H in (27). Thus, as shown in (47),
we denote gp,D,L,u := −∆∗

p,H,u and gp,D,L,−u := −p′∗H,u,
gp,D,S,u := p′∗H,u and gp,D,S,−u := ∆∗

p,H,u. Similarly, we
denote gq,D,I,u := −∆∗

q,H,u and gq,D,I,−u := −q′∗H,u,
gq,D,C,u := q′∗H,u and gq,D,C,−u := ∆∗

q,H,u.

gD AD



gp,D,L,u −ΛL∆
∗
p,H ΛLD̃p,H

gp,D,L,−u −ΛLp
′∗
H −ΛLD̃p,H

gp,D,S,−u ΛS∆
∗
p,H −ΛSD̃p,H

gp,D,S,u ΛSp
′∗
H ΛSD̃p,H

gq,D,I,u −ΛI∆
∗
q,H ΛID̃q,H

gq,D,I,−u −ΛIq
′∗
H −ΛID̃q,H

gq,D,C,−u ΛC∆
∗
q,H −ΛCD̃

T
q,H

gq,D,C,u ΛCq
′∗
H ΛCD̃q,H

. (47)

Then, by following the proof of Theorem IV.4, we have

Theorem C.4 (AC-Theorem IV.4). Given a set Ev of lines
with known states, we define ĝx ∈ R2|EH | exactly the same as
that in Theorem IV.4. We define ĝp,D,L,u as follows:

ĝp,D,L,u =

{
gp,D,L,u if u ∈ UB

|pu| if u /∈ UB

(48)

and define ĝp,D,L,−u, ĝp,D,S,u and ĝp,D,S,−u similarly. Then,
we define ĝq,D,I,u as follows:

ĝq,D,I,u =

{
gq,D,I,u if u ∈ UB

|qu| if u /∈ UB

(49)

and define ĝp,D,I,−u, ĝq,D,C,u and ĝq,D,C,−u similarly. Then,
a line l ∈ F̂ is verified to have failed if there exists a solution
z ≥ 0 to

[AT
D,AT

x ,w
T ,1]z = 0, (50a)

[ĝT
D, ĝT

x , gw,0]z < 0, (50b)

where w ∈ {0, 1}|EH | is defined to be Wf with Qf = {l},
and gw := −η. Similarly, a line e ∈ EH \ F̂ is verified to be
operational if ∃z ≥ 0 that satisfies (20), where w ∈ {0, 1}|EH |

is defined to be Wm with Qm = {e}, and gw := η − 1.

Thus, AC-VOTE-PG takes the same form as VOTE-PG,
where solving (20) in Line 4 becomes solving (50).

APPENDIX D
ADDITIONAL PROOFS

Lemma III.1. We will prove the claim by a reduction from
the subset sum problem, which is known to be NP-hard [44].
Given any set of non-negative integers {fi ≥ 0}ni=1 and a target
value T , the subset sum problem determines whether there
exists {xi ∈ {0, 1}}ni=1 such that

∑n
i=1 fixi = T . For each

subset sum instance, we construct the following star-shaped
attacked area H: let H = (VH , EH) such that VH is composed
of n+ 1 nodes, where node u0 is the hub with pu0 = 0 and
θ′u0

= 0, and node ui (i ∈ [n] for [n] := {1, . . . , n}) is incident
to only one link ei = (u0, ui), with pui

= −fi, θ′ui
= −fi,

and rei = 1. In addition, u0 is connected to v ∈ VH̄ , with
θ′v =

∑n
i=1 fi − T , through link e0 = (u0, v) with re0 = 1.

By substituting (4) and pu0 = 0, (6b) for node u0 becomes
D̃H,u0xH = Bu0|Gθ

′, where D̃H,u0 is the row of D̃H

corresponding to node u0. Since (D̃H,u0
)i =

θ′
u0

−θ′
ui

rei
, it

is easy to check that D̃H,u0xH =
∑n

i=1 fixi. Moreover,

Bu0|Gθ
′ =

∑n
i=1 fi +

θ′
u0

−θ′
v

re0
= T . Since ui (i ∈ [n])

is connected to only one link ei = (u0, ui), we have that
D̃H,ui

xH = −fixi and Bui|Gθ
′ = −fi. Thus, (6b) for ui

becomes −fi ≤ −fixi ≤ 0, which is satisfied whatever value
xi takes. Therefore, a subset sum instance returns true if and
only if the instance of (P0) constructed as above is feasible,
which completes the proof.

Lemma III.2. We prove the lemma in two steps. First, note
that c∗ = 0 corresponding to the ground-truth F is feasible for
(11). If F̂ is returned by Alg. 1 with e ∈ Qm, there must exist
a corresponding optimal solution ĉ to (11) with ĉe ≤ η − 1
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and 1T ĉ ≤ 1T c∗ = 0. Together with the feasibility constraints
in (11), ĉ must satisfy

[AT
D,AT

x ,W
T ,1]T ĉ ≤ [gT

D, gT
x , g

T
w , 0]

T , (51)

where W and gw are defined such that e ∈ Qm. To prove
e /∈ Qm, we only need to show the infeasibility of (51), which
can be proved if there is no solution to (51) when W and gw
are defined for Qm = {e}, Qf = ∅. This is because a linear
system must be infeasible if there is no solution to a subset of
its inequalities. According to Gale’s theorem of alternative [45],
there is no solution to (51) if and only if there exists solutions
z ≥ 0 to (13), which completes the proof.

Theorem III.1. We will prove by showing that there is a
solution to (13) for Qf = ∅ and Qm = {l} where l ∈ EU .
We prove this by directly constructing a solution z for (13)
as follows: ∀u ∈ U , if D̃U,l < 0, set zD,u = 1; otherwise,
set zD,−u = 1. Set zw,m,l = |D̃U,l|, zx−,e′ = |D̃U,e′ | for
e′ ∈ EU \ F , zx+,e = |D̃U,e| for e ∈ EU ∩ F \ {l}, and
other entries of z to 0. Note that (x∗)e′ = 0,∀e′ ∈ EU \ F ,
and (1− x∗)e = 0,∀e ∈ EU ∩ F . Then, we will demonstrate
why (13) is satisfied under this assignment of z. First, (14)
for link l is expanded as −|D̃U,l| + zw,m,e = 0, and (14)
for e ∈ F \ {l} is expanded as −|

∑
u∈U D̃u,e| + zx+,e =

−|D̃U,e|+zx+,e = 0 due to condition 1). Second, since SU = ∅,
for all e′ ∈ EU \F , the corresponding row in (13a) is expanded
into |D̃U,e′ | − zx−,e′ = 0. Other rows of (13a) holds trivially
since they only involve the zero-entries in the constructed z.
Thus, (13a) holds under this assignment. As for (13b), its l.h.s
can be expanded as fU,g+(η−1)|D̃U,l| < 0 due to condition 3).
According to Lemma III.2, l ∈ EU ∩ F will not be missed,
which completes the proof.

Theorem III.2. Similar to the proof of Theorem III.1, we will
prove by showing that there is a solution to (13) for Qf = {l}
and Qm = ∅ where l ∈ EU . We construct the following z:
∀u ∈ U , if D̃U,l < 0, set zD,u = 1; otherwise, set zD,−u = 1.
Set zw,f,l = |D̃U,l|, zx−,e′ = |D̃U,e′ | for e′ ∈ EU \ (F ∪ {l}),
zx+,e = |D̃U,e| for e ∈ EU ∩ F , and other entries of z to 0.
Then, it is easy to check that (13a) is satisfied. As for (13b), con-
sidering that gT

x zx =
∑

e′∈EU\F x∗
e′ +

∑
e∈EU∩F (1−x∗

e) = 0
since (x∗)e′ = 0, ∀e′ ∈ EU\F and (1−x∗)e = 0, ∀e ∈ EU∩F ,
the l.h.s of (13b) can be expanded as

gT
DzD + gT

x zx − ηzw,f,l = fU,g − η|D̃u,l| < 0, (52)

where fU,g =
∑

u∈U gD,u if D̃U,l > 0 and fU,g =∑
u∈U gD,−u if D̃U,l < 0, and the last inequality holds due to

condition 3). Thus, according to Lemma III.2, l /∈ F̂ , which
completes the proof.

Lemma IV.1. As failures can only occur within EH , nodes
in N(v; H̄) must be in the same island as v after the attack.
Under the proportional load shedding policy, we know that (i)
if ∃u ∈ N(v; H̄) of the same type as v, then we can recover
the post-attack active power at v by p′v = pvp

′
u/pu and thus

recover ∆v; (ii) if ∃u ∈ N(v; H̄) of a different type from v
(e.g., u is a generator bus but v is a load bus) and ∆u ̸= 0,
then ∆v must be zero. This proves the claim.

Theorem IV.1. We first prove the case that D̃U,e1D̃U,e2 < 0.
Given e1, e2 ∈ EH \F̂ where F̂ is returned by Alg. 1, there are
3 possible forms of mistakes when the ground truth failed link
set F is unknown, and we will prove the impossibility for each
of them. If e1 ∈ F, e2 ∈ EH \F , Theorem III.1 guarantees that
e1 /∈ Qm due to condition 1), which introduces contradiction.
Similarly, e2 ∈ F, e1 ∈ EH \ F is also impossible. If e1, e2 ∈
Qm, assume without loss of generality that η < 1− f̂U,g+|D̃U,e1

|
|D̃U,e2

| .
Then, we construct the following z: ∀u ∈ U , zD,u = 1 if
D̃U,e2 < 0 or zD,−u = 1 if D̃U,e2 > 0, zw,m,e2 = |D̃U,e2 |,
zx−,e1 = |D̃U,e1 |, and other entries of z are 0. Then, (13a)
holds for sure and (13b) holds since it can be expanded as
f̂U,g + (η − 1)|D̃U,e2 | + |D̃U,e1 | < 0 due to condition 2).
According to Lemma III.2, it is impossible to have e1, e2 ∈ Qm,
which verifies that e1, e2 ∈ EH \ F .

Next, for D̃U,e1D̃U,e2 > 0, we show how to verify e1. If
e1 ∈ Qm, regardless of the true state of e2, we construct the
following z for Lemma III.2: ∀u ∈ U , zD,u = 1 if D̃U,e1 < 0
or zD,−u = 1 if D̃U,e1 > 0, zw,m,e1 = |D̃U,e1 |, zx+,e2 =
|D̃U,e2 |, and other entries of z are 0. Then (13) holds due to
condition 1), which contradicts the assumption that e1 ∈ Qm.
The verification condition for e2 can be derived similarly.

Theorem IV.2. We first prove the impossibility of each possible
mistake if D̃U,e1D̃U,e2 > 0. First, we rule out the possibility
that e1 ∈ Qf , e2 ∈ EH \F according to Theorem III.2 and con-
dition 1). Similarly, according to Theorem III.1 and condition 1),
e1 ∈ F while e2 ∈ Qm is also impossible. Next, we prove the
impossibility of e1 ∈ Qf , e2 ∈ Qm by constructing a solution

z to (13). Specifically, if η >
f̂U,g+|D̃U,e2

|
|D̃U,e1

| , then ∀u ∈ U ,

we set zD,u = 1 if D̃U,e1 > 0 or zD,−u = 1 if D̃U,e1 < 0,
zw,f,e1 = |D̃U,e1 |, zx−,e2 = |D̃U,e2 |, and other entries of z

as 0. If η < 1− f̂U,g+|D̃U,e1
|

|D̃U,e2
| , then ∀u ∈ U , we set zD,u = 1

if D̃U,e2 < 0 or zD,−u = 1 if D̃U,e2 > 0, zw,m,e2 = |D̃U,e2 |,
zx+,e1 = |D̃U,e1 |, and other entries of z as 0. It is easy to
check the satisfaction of (13) under both constructions above,
which rules out the possibility of e1 ∈ Qf , e2 ∈ Qm according
to Lemma III.2 and e1 ∈ F, e2 ∈ EH \ F is thus guaranteed.

Next, we prove the verification condition for e1 /∈ Qf if
D̃U,e1D̃U,e2 < 0. We prove by constructing a solution z as
follows regardless of the states of e2: ∀u ∈ U , if D̃U,e1 < 0,
we set zD,−u = 1; otherwise, we set zD,u = 1. Then, we set
zw,f,e1 = |D̃U,e1 |, zx+,e2 = |D̃U,e2 |, and other entries of z as
0. Then, (13a) holds for sure and (13b) holds since it can be
expanded as f̂U,g − η|D̃U,e1 |+ |D̃U,e2 | < 0 due to condition
1), which rules out the possibility of e1 ∈ Qf according to
Lemma III.2 and thus verifies that e1 ∈ F . The verification
condition for e2 /∈ Qm can be proved similarly.

Theorem IV.3. We only prove the verification condition for
e1 ∈ F since the condition for e2 can be proved similarly.
We prove by contradiction that constructs a solution to (13)
if e1 ∈ Qf . Specifically, with condition 1), we can always
construct a z for (13) as follows regardless of the states of e2:
∀u ∈ U , zD,u = 1 if D̃U,e1 > 0 or zD,−u = 1 if D̃U,e1 < 0
and zw,f,e1 = |D̃U,e1 |. In addition, if D̃U,e1D̃U,e2 > 0, we
set zx−,e2 = |D̃U,e2 |; otherwise, we set zx+,e2 = |D̃U,e2 |.
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Finally, other entries of z are set as 0. It is easy to check the
satisfaction of (13a), and (13b) holds since it can be expanded
as [gT

D, gT
x , g

T
w ,0]z ≤ f̂U,g + |D̃U,e2 | − η|D̃U,e1 | < 0, where

the last inequality holds due to condition 1). Thus, we must
have e1 /∈ Qf according to Lemma III.2.

Theorem IV.4. We only prove for the case that l ∈ F̂ since the
case that e ∈ EH \ F̂ is similar. First note that if ∃z0 ≥ 0 that
satisfies (13) for W constructed according to Qf = {l} and
Qm = ∅, then for any W corresponding to Qf that contains l,
we can always construct a non-negative solution to (13) based
on z0 by setting zw,f,e′ = 0,∀e′ ∈ Qf \ {l}. Thus, according
to Lemma III.2, l can be verified as l ∈ F if ∃z ≥ 0 for (13)
where W is constructed for Qf = {l} and Qm = ∅, since
otherwise l must have been estimated to be operational. Thus,
we only need to prove that any solution to (20) is a solution
to (13) when Qf = {l} and Qm = ∅. To this end, let z̄ ≥ 0
be a feasible solution to (20). First, (13a) holds since it is the
same as (20a) in this case. As for (13b), we have

[gT
D, gT

x , gw,0]z̄ ≤ [ĝT
D, ĝT

x , gw,0]z̄ < 0, (53)

where the first inequality holds since 0 ≤ [gT
D, gT

x ] ≤ [ĝT
D, ĝT

x ]
(element-wise inequality), while the second inequality holds
since z̄ satisfies (20). Therefore, z̄ is also a feasible solution
to (13), which verifies that l ∈ F .

Lemma V.1. It is easy to see that Alg. 1 without modification
is applicable under the AC model.

To prove the applicability of Alg. 2-3, we only need to
prove that DC-based Lemma III.2 holds under the AC model
since Theorem IV.1-IV.4 are proved by contradiction based
on Lemma III.2. It is worth noting that (4) no longer holds
for the ground-truth ∆p, x and θ′ due to the difference
between DC model and AC model. However, suppose θ′

DC

is the recovered phase angles under the DC model, then there
exists a corresponding ∆∗

DC that is compatible with (4) under
x∗. Then, any solution of (P1) will be in the form of[

∆H

xH

]
=

[
∆∗

DC

x∗
H

]
+

∑
e∈EH

ce

[
d̃e

ue

]
, (54)

which is similar to (9) with ∆∗ changed into ∆∗
DC. That is to

say, (11) is still an equivalent LP of (P1) in (8) by replacing
gD as

gT
D = [−(∆∗

DC,L)
T , (−p′

DC,L)
T , (∆∗

DC,S)
T , (p′

DC,S)
T ]. (55)

Thus, with gD changed into (55), DC-based Lemma III.2 holds
under the AC model, which completes the proof.

AC-Lemma III.2. Similar to the proof of Lemma III.2, we have
c∗ = 0 that corresponds to the ground-truth F and is feasible
for (28). If F̂ is returned by AC-Alg. 1 with e ∈ Qm, there
must exist a corresponding optimal solution ĉ to (25) with
ĉe ≤ η− 1 and 1T ĉ ≤ 1T c∗ = 0. Together with the feasibility
constraints (28b)-(28c), ĉ must satisfy

[AT
D,AT

x ,W
T ,1]T ĉ ≤ [gT

D, gT
x , g

T
w , 0]

T , (56)

where gD and AD are defined in (27). It can be seen that
(56) has exactly the same form of (51). Then, following the

same proving procedure in Lemma III.2, we can have AC-
Lemma III.2.

APPENDIX E
CASE STUDY

In this section, we provide a case study on Polish grid with
a randomly generated H and F . Specifically, the topology
information of H is given in Table VI. Such an attack will
decompose the power grid, where node 78 is isolated. We
observe that in this case, AC-FLD has no false alarm but one
missed failed line (i.e., e195 = (1106, 78)). The value of x∗

H =
[0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0.99, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.92, 0.95, 0.99,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.99, 0, 0, 0.99, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0], where
the 11-th element denotes the missed line.

Table VI
TOPOLOGY INFORMATION OF THE ATTACKED AREA H .

VH

60,66,67,68,69,78,83,84,90,92,103,104,105,106,152,180,
835, 911,950,951,962,968,973,978,979,998,1024,

1045, 1106, 1141,1163,1166,1170,1293,
1318,1319,1478,1501,1536,1538

EH

147,166,167,168,170,172,173,174,175,194,195,204,
205,206, 219,223,239,240,241,242,243,245,1206,1332,1333,

1396,1397,1410,1425,1433,1441,1442,1443,1444,1445,
1446,1447,1536,1623,1624,1708

F 194,167,242,175,172,1425,204,1442,241,166,195,243

Table VII
POST-ATTACK RESULTS ON SOME OPERATIONAL LINES.

Line ID 147 168 170 173 174 205 206
|D̃u,e| 1.18 0.07 0.81 0.07 0.07 0.75 0.85

Verified 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
Line ID 219 223 239 240 1206 1332 1333
|D̃u,e| 1.36 1.32 2.16 3.42 0.21 0.77 0.92

Verified 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

Table VIII
POST-ATTACK RESULTS ON FAILED LINES.

Line ID 166 167 172 175 194 204
|D̃u,e| 27.6 24.1 11.9 6.87 14.7 798

Verified 1 1 1 1 0 1
Line ID 241 242 243 1425 1442 195
|D̃u,e| 1.19 1.27 2441 0.83 0.26 7.3102

Verified 1 1 1 1 1 0

Now we explore the verification results, which are presented
in Table VII and Table VIII. For the row “Verified”, lines with 1
are verifiable. Besides line e195, line e194 = (78, 103) ∈ F also
cannot be verified. As for the operational lines EH\F , there are
6 unverifiable lines, which are 173, 174, 206, 239, 1396, 1397.
As analyzed in Theorems IV.1-IV.3, a line with small post-
attack “power flow” magnitude is more likely to be unverifiable.
For example, the magnitudes of post-attack “power flow” on
lines 173, 174 are both 0.07, which are much smaller than
that on most of the verifiable lines. However, line 206 is not
verifiable although the magnitude of “power flow” on it is
0.85. Such observation suggests that the verifiability of a line
e = (u, v) depends on not only the magnitude of “power flow”
(i.e., |D̃u,e|) but also the property of its endnodes (i.e., fu,g
and fv,g). In other words, the magnitude of post-attack “power
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Figure 16. Performance comparison on miss rate in Polish system (|VH | =
40).
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Figure 17. Performance comparison on false alarm rate in Polish system
(|VH | = 40).

flow” is not enough to determine the verifiability of a line.
Instead, we need to solve the linear system (13), where the
unknown terms are approximated.

APPENDIX F
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF DC-BASED ALGORITHMS

UNDER DC POWER FLOW MODEL

In this section, we present the numerical evaluations of DC-
based FLD, VOTE and VOTE-PG under the DC power flow
model, which is the case studied in the prelimilary version of
this work [1]. Specifically, Fig. 16-18 are the counterparts
of Fig. 8-10, respectively. In addition, Fig. 19-21 are the
counterparts of Fig. 11-13, respectively.

APPENDIX G
PROPORTIONAL LOAD SHEDDING/GENERATION REDUCTION

We consider adjusting load/generation in the case of island-
ing [34], [35], under which either the load or the generation
(but not both) will be reduced upon the formation of an island.
Moreover, if nodes u and v are in the same island and of the
same type (both load or generator), then p′u/pu = p′v/pv .
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Figure 18. Number of false alarms/misses of FLD in Polish system (|VH | =
40).
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Figure 19. Fraction of testable/verifiable lines in Polish system (|VH | = 40).
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Figure 20. Comparison between verifiable lines, theoretically guaranteed lines,
and actually correctly identified lines in Polish system (|VH | = 40).

We take the island that initially has supply > demand as
an example to explain the policy. Typically, this reduction is
performed through governor action, whose droop coefficient
(say, Ri for the ith generator) determines the ratio in which
generation is decreased. The total reduction in generation is
equal to

supply− demand = ∆f
∑
i∈I

1

Ri
,

where I is the set of generators in this island, and ∆f is the
change in frequency in the island after generation reduction,
i.e., pu−p′u = ∆f

Ru
. Typically, 1

Ri
is chosen proportional to the

machine rating of the generator – the higher the machine rating,
the larger the value of 1

Ri
. By assuming the proportional load

shedding/generation reduction, we consider the generators to
be fully loaded before the disturbance.. This implies that 1

Ru
=

Kpu for some constant K, and thus p′
u

pu
=

p′
v

pv
= 1−K∆f for

any two generators u, v in this island.
In the case of demand more than supply in an island, the

frequency nadir during the inertial phase becomes low enough
to activate underfrequency relays, and the load shedding action
that follows leads to balance of supply and demand. Since
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(a) Fraction of failed lines.
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(b) Fraction of operational lines.
Figure 21. Comparison between verifiable lines, theoretically guaranteed lines,
and actually correctly identified lines in IEEE 300-bus system (|VH | = 20).
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generators are assumed fully loaded, we do not consider the
increase of generation.
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